Antimicrobial resistance: reaching out to the UN

Most large pharma companies no longer develop antibiotics

A global spotlight has at last highlighted the truly acute problem of antimicrobial resistance. ‘At the moment there are lots of political initiatives and a willingness to change,’ reports Dr Ursula Theuretzbacher, Head of the Centre for Anti-Infective Agents (CEFAIA) in Vienna, one of the organisers of the Congress of the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ESCMID) and the American Society for Microbiology (ASM), held in the Austrian capital (21-23 September: ‘Drug Development to Meet the Challenge of Antimicrobial Resistance’). Simultaneously (21 September) a high level meeting on the subject of antimicrobial resistance was held in New York during the United Nations General Assembly. ‘This was only the fourth time in the history of the United Nations that a health issue was discussed on this level,’ Theuretzbacher emphasises. Decision makers have now heard what doctors have repeatedly warned – that they will increasingly face situations where they have no treatment options left, and where patients will be at higher risk of dying from infections.

Theuretzbacher has encountered the political will to introduce measures against the spreading antimicrobial resistance in many countries. ‘Only a whole package of measures will provide a remedy,’ emphasises the CEFAIA leader. This includes infection control, antimicrobial stewardship, i.e. the selective use of antibiotics in those cases where this is actually necessary, the expansion, or creation respectively, of surveillance systems recording the impact of resistance in the individual countries, the reduction of the use of antibiotics in animal breeding, the avoidance of environmental pollution – and the development of new antibiotics.

‘At the moment there are mainly improvements to well-known classes of antibiotics in the pipeline,’ Theuretzbacher says. ‘But there is a need to develop completely new antibiotics.’ There are several reasons for this, as the Austrian microbiologist explains: Firstly, it is difficult to find new substances from a purely scientific point of view, especially against gram-negative bacteria. Their cell walls are so complex that it is very difficult for substances to break through them – and when they do they are quickly pumped out again. Most large pharmaceutical companies have also actually withdrawn from the development of antibiotics. The development of new antibiotics has been without success for some time, and because it’s not economically attractive, the industry abandoned this sector many years ago. A whole generation of researchers and experience was lost through this process, Theuretzbacher points out. Research is currently mainly carried out in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and at universities and state-funded research institutions. SMEs quickly get into trouble when they run out of money. Investors want to see quick success,’ she says, explaining the disadvantages of privately funded research. The conditions for the development of new antibiotics at universities are also anything but ideal. ‘There is,’ she adds, ‘little coordination of research. The academic researchers focus on fundamental research and good publications – which are also important of course – but are not necessarily concerned whether this results in the actual development of specific new drugs.’ There is a need for better coordination and for the definition of priorities. These requests did not actually fall on deaf ears. The responsible WHO regional office is developing a strategic action plan for the European Union to contain antimicrobial resistance, and these strategic objectives also include national coordination to consolidate the required know-how.

Ursula Theuretzbacher PhD is Head of the Centre for Anti-Infective Agents (CEFAIA) in Vienna and President of the International Society for Anti-Infective Pharmacology (ISAP). The microbiologist, who studied at the University of Vienna and the University of Innsbruck, is currently work package leader in the multinational collaborative EU funded project AIDA (Re-developing old antibiotics) and in the multinational public-private partnership project DRIVE-AB (Incentivating antibacterial drug R&D) funded by the EU Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), and partner in the IMI project COMBATE-MAGNET (Developing new molecules against Gram-Negative Infections). She is also founding chairperson of ESCMID (the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases) IPOSID (Project of Anti-Infectives Study Group [PASG], chair of a policy and scientific study group of the International Society of Chemotherapy (ISC), and member of the Executive Committee of the International Society of Infectious Diseases (ISID).
A health authority in England has sparked a major debate within the NHS after suggesting that obese patients and smokers could be refused surgery to help save money, Mark Nicholls reports.

The planned restriction by the NHS Vale of York Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) would have seen elective surgery for non-life threatening procedures, such as hip and knee operations - delayed by a year for those with a body mass index (BMI) exceeding 35.

However, the proposal is now under review after officials at NHS England - which oversees the Clinical Commissioning Groups responsible for commissioning or buying local health and care services - stepped in and ordered a re-think.

Vale of York CCG is already under ‘special measures’ after being labelled ‘inadequate’ under a new ratings system and is being offered high level support to manage and run its services.

It had initially planned to implement restrictions that would mean obese patients would receive a referral for surgery in less than a year if they lost 10% of their body weight.

And smokers would have procedures delayed for up to six months unless they gave up, or at least tried to, for at least one year.

The CCG said the proposals were part of a package of measures being considered to reduce costs at a time when the local system was under ‘severe pressure’ and felt it was the ‘best way of achieving maximum value from the limited resources available.’

NHS England has said it recognises that reducing obesity and cutting smoking benefits patients and saves the NHS millions of pounds and also that major surgery poses much higher risks for severely overweight patients who smoke.

However, a spokesman pointed out: ‘This does not and cannot mean blanket bans on particular patients such as smokers getting operations, which would be inconsistent with the National Health Service’s constitution.’

NHS England has now asked the CCG to review its proposed approach ‘to ensure it is proportionate, clinically reasonable, and consistent with applicable national clinical guidelines.’

In response, the CCG said it would now ‘review the draft approach’ and, the group added, ‘hold off implementing anything until we have an agreed way forward.’

In a statement, it added: ‘We will ensure any plans are implemented in line with national guidance, are in the best interests of our patients and are clinically robust.’

Chris Hopson, chief executive of NHS Providers, said that with local health services under severe financial pressure, there was a need to prioritise the treatments and procedures they pay for within the available funding but it was important to realise such decisions are not simply made on cost grounds alone.

‘The decision to operate is based on a number of factors and there are often good clinical reasons why some restrictions would be placed on patients accessing treatment,’ he added. ‘No one will want to see patients waiting in pain longer than is clinically necessary. However, given that we are in the middle of the longest and deepest financial squeeze in the NHS history, we are likely to see more decisions like this in future. What is important is that this is managed on an NHS-wide basis.’

The CCG estimates obesity cost the NHS in the Vale of York £46m in 2015 and comes at a time when latest figures show there are believed to be 6.8 million obese men in the United Kingdom and around 7.7 million obese women.

While the proposed restrictions - described by the Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) as ‘some of the most severe the modern NHS has ever seen’ - are unusual, they are not rare and serve to illustrate the financial pressures the NHS is under at present as it strives to save money.

Reports of ‘rationing’ of services have emerged after NHS England admitted that its provider sector overspent by £2.45 billion in 2015-
Zika-vaccine receives boost

A promising Zika vaccine is on its way. Themis Bioscience GmbH (Vienna, Austria), a company specialised in vaccine development, has announced that the firm will receive one million pounds sterling in funding by the innovation agency of the United Kingdom, Innovate UK, for the further development of this prophylactic vaccine and the conducting of a Phase 1 clinical trial. The vaccine candidate uses a well-established measles vaccine vector whose core technology has been developed at the Institut Pasteur, in France. In the past twelve months, Themis identified several suitable validated Zika antigens for the development of the vaccine.

The company’s team had tested a number of candidate vaccines in animal models, and has already initiated a toxicity study and GMP manufacturing. The main part of the programme supported by Innovate UK is the Phase 1 clinical trial, as well as the development of a thermostable formulation for the vaccine.

One of the major advantages of the Themis Zika vaccine candidate is a validated as well as cost-efficient production process. The measles vector technology developed by Themis forms the basis of all current vaccine candidates advanced by the company. This allows a rapid upscaling of the very cost effective vaccine production process once the vaccine candidate has been determined. This ability is critical for a vaccine that is supposed to combat diseases such as Zika from spreading in highly populated areas.

Additionally, the measles vaccine has already proved its high efficacy and safety on well over a billion individuals over the last 30–40 years, and the technology offers an excellent safety profile.

Under the terms of a broad license agreement with the Institut Pasteur, Themis owns the rights to use the measles vector for a wide range of indications including Chikungunya and the Zika virus.
The association of biofilms with multi-drug resistance has highlighted the need for further understanding of biofilms and for anti-biofilm strategies. This September, in a satellite symposium sponsored by Heraeus Medical, manufacturer of products for orthopaedic surgery and traumatology, at the 35th Annual meeting of the European Bone and Joint Infection Society, in Oxford, the latest knowledge of biofilms and local methods of overcoming the challenge of infection was discussed.

Biofilm-related implant malfunction

In orthopaedics, bacteria may colonise a surface for months or years but remain undetected until they trigger an immune response and signs of infection. During this time, there may be low-grade infection, and symptoms such as persistent pain, stiffness, loss of range of movement, fibrosis, ‘aspetic’ implant loosening and non-union of fractures.

Biofilms and multi-drug resistance

A major disadvantage of biofilm is that it can form within 24 hours of contact with an implant and can even penetrate the surface of the implant. As the biofilm production is much more abundant than the bacteria themselves, the biofilm must be disrupted in order to expose the bacteria to antimicrobial agents.

Multi-drug resistance may also be related to biofilm formation, for example, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) produces more biofilm than methicillin-susceptible S. aureus (MSSA), and therefore biofilm may magnify the cost, suffering and mortality associated with antibiotic resistance.

Superior outcome in hip and knee arthroplasty through antibiotic-loaded bone cements (ALAC)

In addition to the well-documented benefit of bone cements such as Palacos R+G in total hip replacement (THR), registry data was presented showing that significantly fewer revisions are required when that bone cement was used in total knee replacement surgery, compared to all other bone cements (Data on file. National Joint Registry (NJR, www.njrcentre.org.uk) data licensed to Heraeus Medical GmbH, Wertheim).

Palacos R+G with gentamicin also significantly outperforms plain Palacos.

Significant reduction of surgical site infections (SSIs) through dual antibiotic-loaded bone cements

It is particularly important to optimise strategies for reducing peri-prosthetic joint infections (PPIs) in high risk patients, but which bone cement best overcomes the current challenges in PJI prevention? A quasi-randomised, double-blind study was carried out, comparing the two bone cements, Palacos R+G and Cogasan, in patients requiring haemarthroprothesis for a fractured neck of femur. There was a significant reduction in both deep and superficial SSIs with Cogasan.

Zika infections subsides

In Europe, the first baby with Zika virus infection in Europe was born in July. The mother had contracted the Zika virus while travelling in America. Her husband was not the host for the virus for Europeans, particularly since many visited Brazil for the Olympic Games in Rio? European Health Commissioner gently hinted at the need for further research on this issue. Thus men who were tested positive and have unsafe sex with pregnant women are the only group who pose a problem.

Could this mean that a virus transmitted to a woman will not cause damage in any of her subsequent pregnancies?

This disease also occurs with other infections, such as Campylobacter jejuni. It does not occur more frequently after a Zika virus infection than after a Campylobacter jejuni – as was recently shown with regard to the outbreak in French Polynesia. This auto-immune disease is not new to us.

What about European Zika infections?

Since May 1 the infection has to be reported under the German Infection Protection Act, for example. In this country about 100 Zika infections were reported.

Is there a risk of a pandemic?

No. Today the virus is spread basically all over the world. In many countries it has been endemic for a number of years, in South East Asia it has been known in Thailand for decades. The hysteria fired by the media is incomprehensible. Currently, Europe and Australia are the only non-affected continents, but we do expect imported and locally acquired infections during the summer. But there will not be an outbreak comparable to the one we have seen in Brazil. Therefore, there is no reason to worry in Europe.

Then why was an international health emergency declared?

In February it was still not clear whether there was a connection between microcephaly and the Zika virus. Therefore it was correct to declare the emergency. It triggered an intensification of research efforts and the connection was soon established.

Declared: Shading the emergency was the right step. But obviously it is very different from Ebola, which killed ‘70 percent of the infected persons.’

When will there be a safe vaccine?

Unlike with Ebola there was no immediate vaccine candidate for Zika. However, now there is one candidate currently being tested on monkeys. Clinical studies, about to start shortly, will take a few years to complete.

The vaccine research is an investment in the future, if there is another outbreak in 20 or 30 years. Most people in South America are immune, the so-called herd immunity, thus there is no, or only a low, immunity virus circulation. Consequently the vaccine is not that crucial because it’s too late for the current epidemic.
Virology is now a key discipline

Virology is fast emerging as a key discipline within modern healthcare against a backdrop of a shifting global demographic and the impact of climate change, Mark Nichols reports.

The study, diagnosis and treatment of viral infections has grown in importance at a time when a panel of scientists and public health experts, convened by the World Health Organisation, listed seven viruses in the top 10 emerging pathogens likely to cause severe outbreaks.

European hospitals and health professionals also face ever-more challenging viral infections as the world population becomes more mobile. Along with HIV, Ebola and Zika – often in the headlines – hanta-virus and hepatitis E virus infections are more prevalent and being seen more by European health services.

With medical virology at the forefront of diagnostic advances, UK clinical virologist Dr Mark Zuckerman explained that the perception is that some of these viruses are new, yet in reality have been around for many years but have only more recently gained a higher profile.

Following its outbreak in Brazil, with its huge population, Zika’s impact, for example, has magnified with its presence now seen in the Americas and reported in Europe. Earlier, however, it had emerged in smaller populations in the South Pacific islands.

Zuckerman, who heads Virology at King’s College Hospital, London, said some of the time-honoured viruses are now turning up in unusual situations, but more significantly some of the rarer viruses are now appearing in unexpected locations.

Greater global mobility and travel, as well as climate change, are factors within this, he added.

As the challenge of tackling viruses grows, health systems need to adapt to meet those challenges, he pointed out, becoming proactive as well as reactive and embracing new techniques and advances in molecular diagnostic testing and point-of-care testing.

‘Medical virology continues to be at the forefront of technological advances. With the on-going development of new laboratory techniques, antiviral drugs, vaccines and emerging pathogens, the specialty is always evolving, making it both intellectually challenging and exciting,’ he said.

In healthcare terms, clinical virology is a relatively new specialty drawing together clinical work, laboratory liaison, research, development and teaching.

Clinical virologists concentrate on the diagnosis and management of patients with viral infections, with rapid diagnosis using molecular based tests, monitoring resistance to antiviral drugs and research and development key parts of the specialty.

‘Patients are generally in hospital or the community with acute or chronic viral infections,’ Zuckerman said. ‘They may have travelled to areas where specific virus infections are endemic, may need screening for viral infections that cause complications in pregnancy and after organ transplantation; and may be immune-compromised and need monitoring as they are at risk of complications of a variety of viral infections, some of which are latent and may reactivate.’

As well as the diagnosis and management of acute infections, there is a high level of involvement in the management of chronic infections, which include HIV and chronic hepatitis B and C, herpes virus infections in immune-compromised hosts as well as with emerging infections including Zika, Ebola, hepatitis E, avian flu and pandemic influenza.

Clinical virologists also work closely with laboratory scientists in day-to-day diagnostics involving serological assays and molecular tests, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing and also ensure antiviral drugs are prescribed and used appropriately.

‘Virologists have a role in infection control of norovirus, viral gastroenteritis and flu virus infections, working with microbiology colleagues and infection control nursing teams.’

‘The multidisciplinary nature of the job involves daily contact with a variety of healthcare professionals including hospital doctors, general practitioners, microbiologists, trainees, infection control nurses, healthcare and clinical scientists and public health doctors,’ said Zuckerman, who also chairs the Clinical Virology Network (CVN), a co-ordinated group of laboratories in major centres in the UK and Ireland, which promotes the interests of clinical virology, providing evidence-based and practical virology advice on viral infections and helps to establish and maintain the standards of practice amongst its membership and promotes a uniform approach to surveillance.

Introducing the DxN VERIS Molecular Diagnostics System.*

DxN VERIS enhances laboratory productivity through a simplified, flexible LEAN workflow and true single sample random access. It’s the ultimate in ease of use, so you choose how to best optimise your team to do the work you want, when you want.

Solidify your choice for productivity at www.beckmancoulter.com/moleculardiagnostics
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The IVDR will bring about extremely significant changes

**IVDs under the microscope**

New EU legislation gives manufacturers five years to meet strict standards. That may not be enough time, John Brosky reports

European regulators have turned the world of in vitro diagnostics (IVDs) upside down with new legislation that will come into effect at the end of this year.

The stricter rules are especially tougher for advanced molecular diagnostics and lab-on-chip assays used in the clinic to help identify a patient's pathology. But also coming under scrutiny for the first time will be DIY pregnancy kits or at-home nutrigenetic tests that have not been covered by the current regulations. Outraged by the scandal over breast implants that fraudulently covered by the current regulations, the European Parliament launched a total overhaul of the directives for awarding the CE Mark for medical devices and in vitro diagnostics (IVDs) devices.

The reform movement in Brussels has resulted in nothing less than an upheaval of the landscape for manufacturers. For example, all IVDs will need to be recertified, including products already on the market. And where the current EU directives allowed a self-certification of the vast majority of tests, the new IVDR now requires 80 percent of all assays and reagents to undergo a strict level of independent scrutiny that runs up the supply chain to include subcontractors and software associated with the product.

While there is a five-year transition period provided in the new laws, that may not be enough for many manufacturers, according to Gert Bos, the Executive Director at Querive Group, a medical device consulting firm based in Amsterdam. He also is the past-President of the European Association of Notified Bodies for Medical Devices. The notified bodies are the gatekeepers for access to the EU market, independent companies accredited by a Member State to assess whether a product to be placed on the market meets the preordained standards.

"Most manufacturers will have to revisit all technical files and the quality systems for all their devices, they will need to generate additional clinical and performance evidence," Bos wrote in a detailed guide entitled, Dos and Don'ts: How to prepare for and implement the upcoming In Vitro Diagnostic Regulations (IVDR).

The white paper was co-authored by Erik Vollebregt, a partner at Axon Lawyers in Amsterdam, an expert on EU regulation and the author of the widely followed blog, Medical Device Legal. With permission of the authors, this article extracts highlights from the white paper.

The IVDR will bring about extremely significant changes. Most critical is the full revision of the classification system into a rule-based risk classification matrix. In contrast to the current situation, this means the vast majority of products will need to be evaluated by the notified body.

As the result of greater scrutiny since 2013, the number of notified bodies has been dramatically reduced, a critical issue for manufacturers. Bos estimates that, by the end of 2016, there will be from 40 to 45 certified notified bodies remaining from approximately 80 before the 2011 breast implant scandals that provoked the reform movement for EU regulations.

"Manufacturers must be aware that they may need to change a notified body as a result of this development, and act accordingly if their current notified body is not able to support the manufacturer anymore," he cautions.

In addition, he said that the administrative burden will increase substantially for manufacturers as a result of registration requirements and the implementation of a Unique Device Identification (UDI) system. "Consequently," he wrote, "manufacturers must take a proactive approach to the new regulation, plan and budget for the transition of existing devices in a timely and detailed way, and allocate resources for this effort."

IVDR shares many new features with the upcoming EU Medical Devices Regulation (MDR) proposal, such as new supply chain requirements and the implementation of a central database (EUAMED).

Here are the four major developments specific to the IVDR field highlighted by Bos and Vollebregt.

1. Extension of the concept of in vitro diagnostic devices to include tests of 'indirect medical purpose' and 'prediction' to include nutrigenetic tests and lifestyle tests, which are not covered by the current IVD Directive.

2. IVDs will no longer be subject to the list-based system currently in the IVD Directive, but to the risk classes developed by the Global Harmonisation Task Force (GHTF), dividing the landscape of IVDs into risk classes from A (low-risk) to D (high public and high patient risk) with seven classification rules.

3. With notified bodies having to perform conformity assessment on all but class A devices, the landscape is dramatically changing in terms of files to be reviewed and audits to be performed pre- and post-market.

4. The conformity assessment routes for IVDs are amended to fit the new classification logic. IVDs that do not fit into the other classification rules fall into class B and have to be certificated by a notified body. This is a major change compared to the IVD Directive, which allows such IVDs to be self-certified. As a consequence 80 percent of all IVDs will need to be certified by a notified body under the IVDR, compared to 20 percent currently under the IVD Directive.

5. Clinical performance studies will be required to support the CE mark under the IVDR. As a consequence IVD manufacturers will need to produce significantly more clinical evidence. The IVDR will contain rules for interventional clinical performance studies and other clinical performance studies that largely overlap with the clinical studies regime in the MDR proposal.

It is crucial for manufacturers of IVDs to plan the generation of additional clinical evidence well, and timely according to the new IVDR. As a consequence, the IVDR will likely be required, how long it will take to generate this and plan ahead for notified body slots for conformity assessment.

In short, the clinical performance evaluation will include not only the classic clinical performance and analytical performance, but also scientific evidence. This is the first time that the IVDR sets the stage for scientifically rigorous evidence, the first steps towards manufacturers becoming fully responsible for the clinical utility of their devices are initiated.

**Liquid biopsy detects tumour changes in DNA**

New findings from a scientific collaboration between the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), the National Centre for Tumour Diseases (NCT) Heidelberg and the Thoraxklinik Heidelberg suggest liquid biopsy as a promising tool to monitor lung cancer patient tumours early. Scientists associated liquid biopsy readouts with clinical outcomes. The white blood cells in the blood plasma samples were taken from 16 patients and extracted the DNA. The researchers collected sequential blood plasma samples from each patient and extracted the DNA. In short, the clinical performance evaluation will include not only the classic clinical performance and analytical performance, but also scientific evidence. This is the first time that the IVDR sets the stage for scientifically rigorous evidence, the first steps towards manufacturers becoming fully responsible for the clinical utility of their devices are initiated.
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New system for low volumes of ultra-pure water

The compact mini lab water system

With a unit width of just 11 inches, the new, compact arium mini water system, from lab and pharma equipment supplier Sartorius delivers a flow rate of 1 liter per minute and has been designed for ultrapure water requirements of less than 10 liter per day.

Feed water is supplied via a 54 liter bag, integrated on the side of the system, which, is optimal for storing purified water, the company reports. Sartorius continues: The closed bag-tank system prevents secondary contamination while ensuring consistent long-term water quality. Uncomplicated exchange of the bag also facilitates upkeep of the system and considerably reduces maintenance time compared with conventional tank systems. The bag-tank does not require any hazardous cleaning chemicals, further increasing user safety as a result.

The system also has a high-resolution, touch-activated colour display. Simple icons guide users intuitive-ly through the menu. A favourites function automatically stores the volume last dispensed, thus increasing efficiency and preventing errors during repeated dispensing of identical volumes.

Users can choose between two models to suit individual requirements. The standard arium mini is independent of a permanently installed water tap, receiving water via the integrated bag, filled by a built-in pump.

During this process, pre-treated water is pumped into the bag automatically and is thus used as feed water for the production of ultrapure water.

With expanded features, the arium mini Plus is directly connected to a feed water tap, with water first treated by a pre-treatment cartridge combining activated carbon and a reverse osmosis module, then is safely stored in the system’s integrated bag. Finally, ultrapure water is produced via an arium Scientific purification cartridge.

For analytical and especially critical applications, such as HPLC, arium mini can be optionally ordered with an integrated UV lamp (185/254 nm) to ensure water is virtually free of organic components. Photo: Sartorius AG, Göttingen

It’s Time to Embrace the Future of Diagnostic Accuracy

You’re on a mission to provide accurate data that clinicians can rely on. At SCIEX Diagnostics we share your passion.

We understand that delivering accurate and timely patient test results, under increasing regulatory and financial pressure, is of paramount importance.

Our in vitro diagnostic mass spec solutions help you deliver data quickly and adhere to current compliance standards. With the added flexibility to expand your test menu, be confident you can support clinicians with the right results so they may make reliable patient diagnosis and treatment decisions for years to come.

It’s time to see the future differently. sciexdiagnostics.com
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A new molecular diagnostics system is revolutionising analysis of hospital samples across an area of northern Italy.

The Greater Romagna Area Hub Laboratory has recently installed the Beckman Coulter DxN VERIS Molecular Diagnostics System and is already reporting improved workflow and quicker turnaround time for results. Laboraryl director Professor Vittorio Sambri explained that the system is being used for the four key infectious diseases: HBV (hepatitis B virus), HCV (hepatitis C virus) and CMV (cytomegalovirus) in his centre, which delivers all microbiology testing, bacteriology, virology investigation and molecular diagnostics for virology for 11 hospitals with 4,200-plus beds serving the 1.2m population of the Greater Romagna region.

The lab, which opened in 2009, upgraded to the Beckman Coulter DxN VERIS Molecular Diagnostics System earlier this summer. Professor Sambri explained: "We decided to go for the Beckman Coulter system for the analytical and organisational features it offered, as well as price. However, cost was a secondary issue. The greatest benefit has been the organisation of the workflow which is much easier, it is more linear and on-demand so you do not need to batch samples, which means we can provide reports to clinicians in a faster and more timely way."

With a simplified, flexible workflow and single sample random access, the DxN VERIS Molecular Diagnostics System is an automated system for routine core lab work that combines all the sample DNA extraction, purification, assays set up and analysis in a four-step workflow: load samples onto rack, place on the DxN VERIS System; hit run, read results 70 minutes later (DNA) or 110 minutes later (RNA).

By reducing manual intervention, and automating the steps from sample loading to reporting of results, the DxN VERIS system has the potential to revolutionise laboratory workflows and reduce time to results. "There is no lengthy set-up with all consumables/reagents refrigerated on-board, enabling better use of staff resources, and random access is one-step sample loading per specimen as compared to the current batch systems."

The DxN VERIS system enables each sample to be independently tested, with results reported immediately when individual test is complete, eliminating the wait time associated with batch results reporting. "From an organisational point of view, it is much faster and easier," added Professor Sambri.

With the installation still relatively new, the Italian team is working to make continuous improvements to calibration and controls and Professor Sambri has asked for a closer look at areas of HBV samples, for example. "With HIV and HCV the system is really robust and with CMV the number of indeterminate results is extremely low," he said. "Patients are also benefiting with results provided much sooner. Before having this system in place we were reporting results with clinicians in general within three days because we were performing three runs in a week. Right now, we report 97% of results within the same day of sampling."

He added that there have been no major issues reported from clinicians within the first months of its use but the laboratory staff will be meeting with clinicians in the near future to fully evaluate the Beckman system.

Jaimé M. Menéndez-Humara, global strategic marketing director for Molecular Diagnostics, Beckman Coulter, said: "The DxN VERIS system ensures the ability that laboratories can run any of the four available assays, any sample, at any given time. It’s the ultimate in ease of use, giving the laboratory manager or other chosen individual the ability to best optimize their team to do the work they want, when they want.”

Professor Vittorio Sambri is Associate Director of Microbiology (CMMS), University of Bologna and Head of the Unit of Microbiology at the Greater Romagna Area Hub Laboratory in Italy. Professor Sambri is Vice President of the Association for the Study of the Infections and his work has resulted in more than 180 scientific publications in international peer-reviewed journals.

Current co-owner of POCTmedconsult GmbH, in Germany, Ludwig Rutten has more than 10 years’ experience in marketing POCT products. In a previous role, for example, he initiated several studies and workshops on process optimisation and POCT.

OPINION: The value of point of care

Some significant changes in the European hospital sector have occurred over the last 20 years. The necessity to contain the escalating costs in particular has led to a reduction in the number of hospitals and hospital beds, and staffing levels have also been affected by the many cost cutting measures. This has not been without its consequences, as we now know, writes Ludwig Rutten.

Whilst objects such as beds, medical devices or other materials may be easy to acquire, lease or hire, the situation is different when it comes to human resources. There is a lack of nurses, doctors, medical engineers and IT specialists, across the entire European employment market. Nothing damages a hospital’s reputation more than a rating that states it does not provide adequate patient care. There has been no getting away from it: Long waiting times and deterioration in patient care caused by a lack of staff on the wards are standard in many hospitals. This is particularly frustrating for all concerned when the respective budget is actually in place but suitable staff cannot be found.

There are obviously various ways to solve these problems. The easiest, but not necessarily most effective solution is to put the blame and responsibility on the ‘system’ and to wait until the system solves the problem. Actually, this tends to be the most common approach. A much more successful line is to utilise improve productivity in existing resources more efficiently.

A closer look at workflows repeatedly reveals a multitude of activities that originated in the past, but the necessity of which has never since been questioned.

One of the factors that could lead to a significant improvement in the situation is the handling of laboratory tests beyond the laboratory. A look at the entire process for some essential laboratory tests shows, without a doubt, that some tests could benefit from substantial improvements if the analysis was carried out on site. This is the case for a point-of-care test (POCT), rather than by a centralised service provider – the laboratory.

Some excellent examples of POCT can be found in the A&E depart- ment. Nowadays, to determine a troponin level via a POCT, within 15 minutes, is no longer a problem. However, the majority of A&E departments still send samples to the central laboratory. This results in long waiting times, unnecessary additional work for nurses and doctors and in patients spending far too much time in treatment rooms. What applied in the past is still relevant today: time is money. A solid analysis of the current situation and the willingness of all those involved to allow changes can lead to considerable increases in efficiency.

Naturaliy, it would be wrong to say that POCT does not exist in European hospitals at all; it is already in practice in many places. The most important examples are blood glucose measuring systems and blood gas analysis. The question is, whether the right systems are being used. Finding systems that actually worsen a situation, instead of improving it, is not uncommon. Systems must fit into the workflow. In other words: When the decision is taken to establish POCT, the opti- mum work process must be defined before the required systems are chosen.

Whether or not a POCT concept supports workflows in a meaning- ful way depends to a large part on the performance of the IT systems used. Modern systems specifically developed for POCT offer the user many opportunities to make work- ing with the systems as easy and safe as possible. However, for this, an IT system that supports the different opportunities offered by POCT systems is a prerequisite. The latest systems make the use of pen and paper completely redundant. It makes more sense to send laboratory test results available more quickly if old, standard forms are then used to document patients’ results, or for the obligatory quality control documentation still required in some countries. A combination of modern ‘paperless age’ would be counterproductive in this case.

What would we like to tell the observant reader with this contribu- tion is that the integration of POCT can only be successful if thorough preparation takes place beforehand. The change to POCT is more than a discussion as to whether a system is technologically suitable to carry out certain types of analyses or not.

As the resulting profitability of a POCT project directly depends on the increase in efficiency expected, all those involved should take enough time to make a detailed analysis of the current situation and the results to be expected. If everything has been done properly, the POCT will be the quiet force that helps to utilise the existing resources in the best possible way for a long time to come.
An integrated single database solution

According to a 2007 World Health Organization report, patient misidentification was cited in more than 1,000 individual root cause analyses (January 2000 to March 2003) by the USA's Department of Veterans Affairs National Centre for Patient Safety. Major areas where patient misidentification can occur include drug administration, phlebotomy, blood transfusion, and surgical procedures.

In today's fast-paced, highly regulated transfusion service, safe products must meet the diverse needs of a complex multisite facility as well as highly specialised needs of a single facility.

'SCC Soft Computer's Blood Bank Transfusion Service Information Management System, provides critical safety functions throughout the system, allowing users to focus on what's important: providing safe blood components, tissue, and derivative products to their patients; the supplier of SoftBank reports.

The systems range of features streamline many routine, manual, and time-consuming tasks associated with blood bank and blood donor protocols, the firm adds. These timesaving improvements translate into revenue for transfusion services departments of all sizes.

The system also provides a comprehensive, cost-effective centralised pre-transfusion testing and inventory management software solution. The database management system is also reported to provide fast, direct linking between records and transactions, dramatically increasing levels of security and integrity when performing and documenting activities and events.

SoftBank has FDA 510(k) clearance as a Class II Medical Device and provides a controlled and documented process for blood bank testing and issue of products.

'With the versatility of SCC's SoftID.Tx (also FDA 510(k) cleared), users can add positive patient identification (PPID) into their existing workflows. By leveraging the power of the integrated platform, blood banks and transfusion services can streamline their processes. The parameter-driven setup allows the builder to create a workflow perfectly suited to the users' routines, or to create a totally new workflow...The design is up to the individual client.

Unlike stand-alone transfusion administration systems—or HIS/EMR vendor-provided transfusion administration systems, this is a fully integrated module of SCC's SoftBank blood bank and transfusion service information management system, thus yielding important patient safety and workflow advantages for clients who elect to implement a PPID solution for transfusion administration.

Support bedside transfusion administration systems—or HIS/EMR vendor-provided transfusion service information management system, thereby improving patient safety and workflow for clients who elect to implement a PPID solution for transfusion administration.

Point of care testing for critically ill adults

CPOCTs in development

Report: Lisa Chamoff
Waiting for test results can be a minor inconvenience for some patients, but for those who are critically ill, timing matters.

At the recent CPOCT International Symposium in Copenhagen (21-24 September) Dr Craig Lilly, a professor of medicine at the University of Massachusetts spoke about the point-of-care testing market, outlining currently available testing for critically ill adults, and also under development.

'Knowing the test value will be impactful for patients' experience and outcomes,' Lilly said. 'Sometimes it doesn't matter if you know now or know within a few hours. There is some testing where knowing right now matters.'

Lilly discussed tests currently used in the USA, such as blood glucose testing, and the frequency of use, as well as tests that might be available in the future. He also spoke of the value proposition of future testing—specifically, which tests will make sense to develop further despite the high costs of development.

Some tests currently in development make sense for investment, the professor pointed out. Tests in development are centred on infectious diseases, and there are also tests routinely used for acute coronary symptoms, or for neurological emergencies, that are not currently available in the point-of-care format, but which are likely to be widely used in the future.

'We currently don't have tests for neurological emergencies and we really need them,' Lilly said.

Many facilities are not equipped with easy ways to test for problems that require urgent action, and that's where the value lies in developing point-of-care tests, he added. 'If you are in nursing home and develop chest pain in middle of night, the nursing home can't do an electrocardiogram and blood work. They put you in an ambulance. That is both inconvenient and expensive.

If you can do tests at the point of care, within the skilled nursing facility, the avoided costs more than justify making the point of care test available.'

According to Gilbert Hakim, SCC Soft Computer CEO, SoftBank, a centralised transfusion service management system, was designed and developed in 1992. Over the years, SoftBank has evolved to keep pace with regulatory changes and with the addition of interfaced instrumentation. Two reasons for the product’s success are SCC’s commitment and funding for steady and constant improvement of SoftBank for more than 20 years, and input from our dynamic client base.'
Microbubbles in the blood stream, particularly when injected and imaged with contrast ultrasound, can provide dynamic information about the circulation of blood in the body. They are used to enhance the visibility of blood flow and to highlight specific organ structures. Microbubbles are tiny gas-filled particles that are injected into the bloodstream and can reflect ultrasound waves back to the transducer, providing a contrast effect.

In medical imaging, microbubbles are used in conjunction with ultrasound to create contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS). This technique allows for more detailed imaging of the liver, heart, and other organs, providing improved visualization of tumours and lesions. Microbubbles are also used in therapeutic applications, such as in the treatment of tumours using high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). The microbubbles act as a guide for the ultrasound waves, allowing for precise targeting of the targeted area.

The use of microbubbles in imaging has revolutionized the field of medical imaging, providing a non-invasive alternative to other imaging modalities. With continued advancements in the technology, microbubbles are likely to play an even more significant role in the future of medicine.
penetrate the blood-brain barrier and treat tumours. There are powerful synergies here.

The future of ultrasound imaging

It can take 20 years from the discovery of such headline-making achievements until they come into routine clinical practice, cautioned Professor Michel Tanter from the advanced engineering college of Physics and Chemistry in Paris, France. He then launched into a presentation of yet another breakthrough potential for microbubbles in super resolution ultrasound medical imaging.

Building on work that won a Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2014, his group has demonstrated the first ultrasound-based microscopic imaging technique that allows clinicians to non-invasively look deep inside living tissue for the early detection of cancer tumours or cardiovascular and neurologic pathologies.

‘This is a true revolution and we are only at the beginning,’ Tanter said. ‘Yet we can be sure the technique will become more powerful with even faster image processing capabilities emerging and smaller, enhanced microbubbles.’

Bubbles outside the body

Microbubbles are popping up in multiple fields outside medicine as scientists apply them to solving problems as diverse as cleaning tools, and even endodontic treatment, to smoothing the powerful churning of turbines to produce electricity.

Professor Michel Versluis is from the Physical and Medical Acoustics Physics of Fluids Group at the University of Twente, in the Netherlands, which is part of a consortium of two other universities that recently won funding of €36 million from the Dutch government to advance their work. Using ultra-fast optical imaging of microbubbles, his group hopes to increase the efficiency of catalytic reactions to optimise processes for various energy and materials sources, such as fossil fuels, biomass and solar energy. Mohamed Farhat, Senior Scientist at the Polytechnic University in Lausanne, Switzerland is investigating the potential of microbubbles to fix problems caused by cavitation in hydraulic machines. Bubbles produced in industrial flow processes cause nothing but problems for noise and vibration, due to cavitation.

‘Turbines crack, plants are shut down and the costs of these effects are very high. What we are asking is how we can turn these bad bubbles into good bubbles?’ he said.

New horizon

Dr Peter Frinking, Senior Scientist at Bracco Research in Geneva, agreed it took 20 years for the current generation of microbubbles to reach the point where today they are advancing science as well as enhancing diagnostics and patient therapies.

‘What will be the next big thing? What does all this mean for the next generation of microbubbles?’ he asked the scientists.

“We need a greater understanding of the acoustics, the biology and the potential applications, which is what this symposium has been all about. We may not be able to predict the future, but we certainly want to be ready for it,’ Frinking concluded.
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Resuscitation: E-FAST or CT?

Ultrasound examinations are considered cost-efficient, fast and effective. The E-FAST (Extended-Focused Assessment with Sonography for Trauma) is a standardised examination used in accident & emergency medicine worldwide. The procedure helps to diagnose internal bleeding and organ damage in severely injured patients in the resuscitation room and, in some regions, even during emergency transport to the hospital, gaining valuable time for the primary care of these patients. [AWMF Register No. 012/019]

Apart from haemorrhagic shock, there are other forms of traumatic shock which are just as life-threatening, explains Dr Dieter von Ow, Assistant Director of the Central Accident & Emergency Department at the Cantonal Hospital St. Gallen. Although haemorrhagic shock is common there are also non-haemorrhagic types of shock, such as tension pneumothorax, cardiac tamponade or severe paraplegia with neurogenic shock.

With tension pneumothorax, a valve mechanism, particularly during artificial ventilation, increases pressure in the pleural cavity so much that the venous return to the heart is impaired, resulting in circulatory shock.

A cardiac tamponade leads to direct compression of the cardiac chamber and thus a reduction of the stroke volume. Cardiac tamponade is relatively rare but fatal if not diagnosed. These two types of shock are not caused by blood loss, von Ow explains, but by the aforementioned, direct increases in pressure in the mediastinum or the pericardium. Not rarely do the latter two types of shock also occur combined with blood loss, which leads to severe impairment of the patient’s circulation and requires fast treatment.

Each patient with potential multiple injuries or uncertain injuries admitted to the Central Accident and Emergency Department at the Cantonal Hospital St. Gallen is examined with the E-FAST procedure. ‘This involves assessing the thoracic cavity, or the pleural cavity respectively, in so-called sectional planes, ventrally and from the side towards the armpits. This provides clues as to the potential presence of tension pneumothorax or haemothorax. The subcostal plane makes it possible to diagnose a cardiac tamponade: A tension pneumothorax, a massive haemothorax or a cardiac tamponade require immediate release of air, or blood respectively, by the insertion of the appropriate drainage in the resuscitation room.’

Responses to responders and non-responders

The peritoneal cavity is also examined for the presence of free fluid via sectional planes from the sides, toward the abdomen and in planes directed towards the lesser pelvis.

In other words, ‘E-FAST can save lives,’ von Ow is convinced. Current data from large trauma registries confirm this statement. When multiple trauma patients are given a CT scan without being assessed via this system beforehand, this does not improve their chances of survival [The Lancet 2016; 388: 673-83]. The parenchymal organs, the liver, spleen and kidneys can also be assessed via contrast medium ultrasound.
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Mobile digital X-ray units for hospitals and the move

With clients worldwide, the 20-year-old imaging and digital radiography solutions from medical ECONET provide mobile radiography systems to hospitals, ambulance and mobile home care services, military clinics in conflict zones, as well as medical facilities on sea-going vessels. With clients worldwide, the 20-year-old imaging and digital radiography solutions from medical ECONET provide mobile radiography systems to hospitals, ambulance and mobile home care services, military clinics in conflict zones, as well as medical facilities on sea-going vessels.

To that end, the firm’s radiography solutions are equipped with a unique hybrid-powered technology. The firm describes its mobile X-ray system POX-1000iBT as ‘an ideologi- cal designed foldable device, which allows the user to work completely without any cables and without dependence to electricity due to its integrated high-performance lithium-ion battery. With one full charge it is possible to make up to 1,000 images, which allows a
Ultrasound can reveal different types of shock in trauma patients. Wireless radiography on Mobile digital X-ray units for hospitals and more…

Aiming to balance the latest in cutting-edge science with everyday clinical practice, this year’s ESROBI meeting featured a session entitled the ‘The best way to screen’. A timely debate in light of the new draft proposal for European guidelines for breast cancer screening and diagnosis that is open for feedback and also when ESROBI are promoting their latest publication ‘Statement in favour of breast screening’.

Nationwide screening programmes result in substantial mortality reductions

Screening with mammography alone is a cost-effective way to save lives. Throughout Europe a substantial reduction in mortality from breast cancer can be seen in those countries that have implemented nationwide screening programmes. Interestingly, the shift from analogue to digital between 2005 and 2010 led to improved results and showed that more high-risk tumours are now detected by mammography.

Of course, there remain drawbacks with mammography screening, such as false positives and over diagnosis. However, so far no other modality has proven to save lives and no information is available regarding the aggressiveness of tumours detected by other modalities, for example the positive predictive value of ultrasound is substantially lower and quality control (operator dependent) is difficult.

For these reasons screening with mammography alone is still the gold standard for population-based screening programmes.

Nevertheless, even screening with full-field digital mammography (FFDM) fails to detect 15-30% of cancers and in women with dense breasts, approximately 7% of the 50-70-year-old population, sensitivity for 2-D mammography can be as low as 50%.

Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT), a 3-D digital mammography system, is a promising tool for improving screening in these women. After X-ray acquisition of a series of 2-D images (projections), reconstruction of the breast is done at different heights above the detector. Current DBT systems are commercialised by five different manufacturers and are routinely used in radiology centres and in several countries, the technique has approval for screening and diagnostics.

Comparison of DBT with FFDM favours DBT

DBT has the potential to improve cancer detection rates with only a small increase in radiation dose. Retrospective reading studies comparing DBT with FFDM have shown improvement in both sensitivity and specificity with DBT. Diagnostic accuracy appears to be largely independent of breast density although benefit appears greater in women with denser breasts. Results are less clear regarding the detection of microcalcification and most studies have found little improvement over 2-D mammography in the detection of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS).

Used together in prospective screening studies, DBT with FFDM has demonstrated increased rates in cancer detection compared with FFDM alone. Image comparison between 2-D, tomosynthesis and C-view synthetic 2-D/3-D.

Several DBT issues must now be resolved

Screening with the addition of DBT would approximately double the radiation dose received, but a simulated FFDM image can be generated from a DBT scan. The combination of simulated FFDM images and DBT is being evaluated within several studies and some positive results have been published. However, before this becomes a realistic proposition for widespread screening programmes several issues around DBT need to be resolved, not least the wide range of totally different characteristics in the machines (angular range, scanning angle, filter/target combination, tube motion), etc., and the use of different reconstruction methods: filtered back projection or iterative reconstruction.

Also, the additional reading time, the large IT storage, connectivity problems and over diagnosis of low grade cancers will all need to be correctly modelled to obtain cost-effectiveness similar to that of current screening if the addition of DBT is to become a way to improve breast cancer screening.

DBT with FFDM demonstrates increased rates in cancer detection compared with FFDM alone. Image comparison between 2-D, tomosynthesis and C-view synthetic 2-D.

The European Society of Breast Imaging (ESROBI) promotes high quality breast imaging across Europe by developing education and training, encouraging research and promoting guidelines and standards. This year's meeting (23-24 September) was held in collaboration with the French Society La Société d’Imagerie de la Femme (SIFEM) and drew around 600 radiologists. The event included a two-day course on breast magnetic resonance imaging (MBI). Jane MackDougall reports.
A revolution in lung function diagnosis

Since lung diseases tend to be complex, imaging is a crucial diagnostic tool. While computed tomography has become the standard modality, which is frequently used outside hospital settings, specialised MRI diagnostics remains the preserve of large university medical centres. Until recently, lung MRI was considered a difficult procedure. Now, new methods enable lung function measuring, particularly gas exchange, in the MR scanner.

Usually, a general practitioner diagnoses pulmonary hypertension, rather than a hospital-based specialist. The patient is referred to a pneumologist who charts the further course of action, which might include a surgical intervention or balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA). Imaging is a pillar of the diagnostic work-up, but CT has turned out to be inadequate to detect so-called web stenois in the pulmonary vessels. This is where MRI comes in, which today offers local lung function assessment, supplementing CT.

A milestone in pulmonary research

‘We are still charting unknown territory,’ Wacker concedes. ‘But the research results are promising.’ He and his team, headed by Professor Jens Vogel-Claussen at the Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, are exploring potential uses of MRI in lung function diagnostics. ‘MRI diagnostics now offers a method to not only assess tissue change and morphology but also the function of different lung sections and to quantify blood flow,’ Wacker explains. ‘Beyond knowing how much blood is passing through which lung section we need to assess ventilation and perfusion.’

The fact that gas exchange can be measured in MRI is nothing short of a revolution in lung function diagnostics. ‘We use hyperpolarised xenon to visualise the gas exchange,’ he explains. In a first step the xenon has to be processed in a polariser for the MRI scanner to achieve high SNR. The Hanover Medical School works closely with the Fraunhofer Institute ITEM in Hanover to show the path of the gas and the speed of diffusion from the alveoli into the blood circulation.

‘Basically we use two gases: fluorine shows the distribution of tidal air. However, this gas does not penetrate the alveoli, which can be an advantage as well as a drawback,’ Wacker points out.

‘The gas stays in the lungs rather than being absorbed by the body, which allows precise steady state assessment.’ In MRI, fluorine can be selectively stimulated. But, no fluorine, it does not remain in the alveoli but enters the bloodstream through the membrane and can reliably assess a pulmonary nodule, say the researchers.

Wacker says of this milestone in pulmonary research: ‘Typical’ MR image is supposed to look like.’

Hanover offers an excellent environment for intensive and meticulous research. ‘We are lucky to have board Professor Tobias Welte, an internationally renowned pneumologist, and Professor Marius Hoepner, a specialist on lung hypertension. Moreover, we have access to the largest lung transplantation programme, which was established by Professor Axel Haverich. Moreover, the teams in pneumology, HTTG surgery and radiology are doing world-class research,’ he adds.

Not to forget the team at the previously mentioned ITEM, which focuses on pulmonary research, says Wacker. All lung specialists in Hanover are part of the research network ‘Biomedical Research in Endstage and Obstructive Lung Disease, Hanover (BREATHE),’ one of the five German Centre for Lung Research DZL.

Wacker calls it ‘an ideal set-up which offers perfect synergies.’ Japanese researchers are pioneering treatment approaches, particularly for chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH), triggered inter alia by the fact that Japanese physicians, for cultural reasons, tend to avoid open thoracic surgery and prefer balloon pulmonary angioplasty. ‘This method is an option for the patient when the lesion might become malignant. If a lesion is found to be malignant it is the task of the radiologist to refer the patient for further diagnostic work-up and therapy.

Algorithms based on CT images to detect nodules

In imaging diagnostics computers are taking over – well, not quite, but they might soon play an important role, according to Professor Hans-Ulrich Kauczor, Medical Director of the Clinic of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology at University Hospital Heidelberg. Meeting with European Hospital, he discussed an EU-funded project to assess malignancy in pulmonary nodules and its implications for the radiologist’s profession.

Asked whether the computerised assessment of pulmonary nodules is on the way, Kauczor confirmed: ‘Colleagues from Oxford and Groningen and our team are indeed working on using computer algorithms based on CT images to characterise pulmonary nodules. We submitted the proposal for EU funding and received a favourable response. ‘Thus, we expect the project, to be known as LUCIA, to start next year. It aims to develop a method for intelligent lung cancer diagnosis.

‘The task at hand is to validate the performance of an algorithm, which was initiated by a team at Oxford University Hospital headed by Fergus Gleeson and then further developed by Optellum, a spin-off company. Preliminary tests and publications are promising.’

‘The idea is to use Big Data and machine learning. We want to assess whether the programme also works with images from different sources, such as different scanners, and with different slice thicknesses and different reconstruction algorithms. We will contribute a set of CT images of the lung with a validated diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. The images were acquired in our Heidelberg lung cancer screening cohort LUSI and in clinical routine at the Thorax Clinic of Heidelberg University Hospital. The colleagues from Groningen will draw on the Groningen cohort, a Dutch-Belgian lung cancer screening cohort.

‘We aim to collect 2,000 data sets. We hope, when reading the 2001st data set, the algorithm will tell with 90 percent specificity whether the tumour is malignant or benign.’

Could a computer alone come p with a diagnosis?

‘The computer will facilitate our work – and that reflects the fact that there are fewer and fewer experts in this highly specialised area. As radiologists are not there to do the groundwork but we’ll remain the ones to make the final decision.

‘If the radiologist turns into a mere report generator, the discipline will lose its charm and the profession will lose its attraction. Nobody wants to be in a profession where the mark of distinction is the ability to decipher the latest medical journal. Machine learning is a promising option for the radiologist to get help with the basics. But in the end the machine cannot evaluate the results it generates. The role of the radiologist will remain to filter the results in a context, evaluating and communicating them.

‘For example, an algorithm that can reliably assess a pulmonary nodule can be used very well for screening purposes. The primary aim is to find out whether we are dealing with a malignant tumour or whether the lesion might become malignant. If a lesion is found to be malignant it is the task of the radiologist to refer the patient for further diagnostic work-up and therapy.

Research: Measuring gas exchange in MRI

‘Biomedical Research in Endstage and Obstructive Lung Disease, Hanover (BREATHE)’ is one of the five German Centres for Lung Research. Wacker called it ‘an ideal set-up which offers perfect synergies.’

Although there is no cure for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, there is a need for non-invasive tests. Once the disease is diagnosed, the patient might develop chronic hypercapnia, which affects quality of life.

‘For example, an algorithm that can reliably assess a pulmonary nodule can be used very well for screening purposes. The primary aim is to find out whether we are dealing with a malignant tumour or whether the lesion might become malignant,’ Wacker explains.

During the 2001st data set, the algorithm will tell with 90 percent specificity whether the tumour is malignant or benign.

When up to 100 or more pulmonary nodules are identified, the radiologist can evaluate the lesion by comparing it to the CT images. ‘In the future, we might use the computer to estimate the size of the lesion and to determine whether it is malignant or benign,’ Wacker says.

The computer will facilitate our work – and that reflects the fact that there are fewer and fewer experts in this highly specialised area. As radiologists are not there to do the groundwork but we’ll remain the ones to make the final decision. ‘If the radiologist turns into a mere report generator, the discipline will lose its charm and the profession will lose its attraction. Nobody wants to be in a profession where the mark of distinction is the ability to decipher the latest medical journal. Machine learning is a promising option for the radiologist to get help with the basics. But in the end the machine cannot evaluate the results it generates. The role of the radiologist will remain to filter the results in a context, evaluating and communicating them.’

‘For example, an algorithm that can reliably assess a pulmonary nodule can be used very well for screening purposes. The primary aim is to find out whether we are dealing with a malignant tumour or whether the lesion might become malignant. If a lesion is found to be malignant it is the task of the radiologist to refer the patient for further diagnostic work-up and therapy.’

Could a computer alone come p with a diagnosis?

‘The computer will facilitate our work – and that reflects the fact that there are fewer and fewer experts in this highly specialised area. As radiologists are not there to do the groundwork but we’ll remain the ones to make the final decision.’

Wacker explained: ‘Colleagues from Oxford and Groningen and our team are indeed working on using computer algorithms based on CT images to characterise pulmonary nodules. We submitted the proposal for EU funding and received a favourable response. ‘Thus, we expect the project, to be known as LUCIA, to start next year. It aims to develop a method for intelligent lung cancer diagnosis.

‘The task at hand is to validate the performance of an algorithm, which was initiated by a team at Oxford University Hospital headed by Fergus Gleeson and then further developed by Optellum, a spin-off company. Preliminary tests and publications are promising.’

‘The idea is to use Big Data and machine learning. We want to assess whether the programme also works with images from different sources, such as different scanners, and with different slice thicknesses and different reconstruction algorithms. We will contribute a set of CT images of the lung with a validated diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. The images were acquired in our Heidelberg lung cancer screening cohort LUSI and in clinical routine at the Thorax Clinic of Heidelberg University Hospital. The colleagues from Groningen will draw on the Groningen cohort, a Dutch-Belgian lung cancer screening cohort.

‘We aim to collect 2,000 data sets. We hope, when reading the 2001st data set, the algorithm will tell with 90 percent specificity whether the tumour is malignant or benign.’

Could a computer alone come p with a diagnosis?

‘The computer will facilitate our work – and that reflects the fact that there are fewer and fewer experts in this highly specialised area. As radiologists are not there to do the groundwork but we’ll remain the ones to make the final decision. ‘If the radiologist turns into a mere report generator, the discipline will lose its charm and the profession will lose its attraction. Nobody wants to be in a profession where the mark of distinction is the ability to decipher the latest medical journal. Machine learning is a promising option for the radiologist to get help with the basics. But in the end the machine cannot evaluate the results it generates. The role of the radiologist will remain to filter the results in a context, evaluating and communicating them.’

‘For example, an algorithm that can reliably assess a pulmonary nodule can be used very well for screening purposes. The primary aim is to find out whether we are dealing with a malignant tumour or whether the lesion might become malignant. If a lesion is found to be malignant it is the task of the radiologist to refer the patient for further diagnostic work-up and therapy.’
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The clinical situation, however, is fraught with a number of challenges. Let's say the patient is sick and presents with different comorbidities. Then we have to evaluate the images in their clinical context, help the referring physician to determine the right therapy and follow up on it. Machine learning systems cannot handle this type of complexity in the clinical environment.

Will the profession now known as ‘radiologist’ change?

‘We have to move from volume-based to value-based radiology. The American College of Radiology faces this challenge with its Imaging 3.0 strategy, which aims to integrate contact with the patient and his or her family much more tightly in the work of the radiologist. I consider this to be of utmost importance. Our very dense and optimised workflows confuse the patient: he sees five physicians who give him four different explanations.

‘The radiologist’s clinical services should be performed reliably and the relevant information should be provided to all parties involved in a comprehensible and usable manner. Not every physician in the treatment context has to actually see the patient. As far as I’m concerned, the challenge for the profession ‘radiologist’ and the advanced training is not to consider computers a black box, but to master them. We have to know our systems. What input do we provide and what the output is going to be? How do we acquire images? Which protocol am I to use and why? What is the function of contrast media? To what extent can I rely on the results? This is the core of the discipline: interpretation and decision making. We cannot ignore the trend towards Big Data – and we don’t want to. As radiologists we pioneered the integration of IT and PACS and have proven to be innovative.

‘Unfortunately, during the past five years we have lost ground. I think that is a big mistake. We are, and should remain, the experts when it comes to image data, networking, interpretation, decision-making and associations. This is where we have to look for a sustainable definition of our role.’
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A revolution in lung function diagnostics

Since 2008 Hans-Ulrich Kauczor has been full Professor and Chairman of Radiology at the University of Heidelberg and Medical Director of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology at the Heidelberg University Hospital. He has also been Principal Investigator of the Translational Lung Research Centre in Heidelberg (TLRC) and, since 2012, the German Centre for Lung Research (DZL).

Along the clinical path.

‘The clinical situation, however, is fraught with a number of challenges. Let’s say the patient is sick and presents with different comorbidities. Then we have to evaluate the images in their clinical context, help the referring physician to determine the right therapy and follow up on it. Machine learning systems cannot handle this type of complexity in the clinical environment.’

Will the profession now known as ‘radiologist’ change?

’We have to move from volume-based to value-based radiology. The American College of Radiology faces this challenge with its Imaging 3.0 strategy, which aims to integrate contact with the patient and his or her family much more tightly in the work of the radiologist. I consider this to be of utmost importance.

‘Our very dense and optimised workflows confuse the patient: he sees five physicians who give him four different explanations.

‘The radiologist’s clinical services should be performed reliably and the relevant information should be provided to all parties involved in a comprehensible and usable manner. Not every physician in the treatment context has to actually see the patient.

As far as I’m concerned, the challenge for the profession ‘radiologist’ and the advanced training is not to consider computers a black box, but to master them. We have to know our systems. What input do we provide and what the output is going to be? How do we acquire images? Which protocol am I to use and why? What is the function of contrast media? To what extent can I rely on the results? This is the core of the discipline: interpretation and decision making. We cannot ignore the trend towards Big Data – and we don’t want to. As radiologists we pioneered the integration of IT and PACS and have proven to be innovative.

‘Unfortunately, during the past five years we have lost ground. I think that is a big mistake. We are, and should remain, the experts when it comes to image data, networking, interpretation, decision-making and associations. This is where we have to look for a sustainable definition of our role.’
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‘Dr Computer’ may aid intelligent lung cancer diagnoses

A revolution in lung function diagnostics

Since 2008 Hans-Ulrich Kauczor has been full Professor and Chairman of Radiology at the University of Heidelberg and Medical Director of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology at the Heidelberg University Hospital. He has also been Principal Investigator of the Translational Lung Research Centre in Heidelberg (TLRC) and, since 2012, the German Centre for Lung Research (DZL).

After graduating in medicine in Tübingen, Germany, Professor Frank Wacker trained in radiology and neuro-radiology at Charité, Berlin, where he was senior physician and subsequently appointed Deputy Clinic Director of Charité, Campus Benjamin Franklin. He held several visiting professorships in the USA, enabling him to pursue clinical and research projects, at the University Hospital of Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland and John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. A university professor for many years, in 2010 Wacker was appointed Director of the Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology at Hanover Medical School. He holds a Level 2 and a training certification for interventional-radiological procedures from the German Society for Interventional Radiology (DeGIR).

Hoeper in pneumology, underline the importance of visualising the stenosis prior to the intervention. The imaging data are then used to guide balloon pulmonary angioplasty and increase safety of the procedure. Wacker:

‘During balloon pulmonary angioplasty the webs are blown up, so to speak, to improve blood flow. We are currently analysing the success of this therapy approach.'
Turning a CT scan into a virtual biopsy

John Brosky reports

Cloud-based mining of medical imag- es will transform clinical radiology the same way that online access to genetic data has transformed clinical biology, according to Frederick Brag, the CEO of Median Technologies.

Microsoft Corporation believes he is right and this summer created a joint initiative with Median to inte- grate its IBIOPSY software into that company’s Azure cloud platform to provide clinicians with capabilities for analysing medical images for can- cer diagnosis and treatment.

‘Using Big Data analytics we can now do what we call decoding imag- es, breaking them down to identify unique signatures or fingerprints that correspond to a specific kind of can- cer,’ Brag told European Hospital. ‘It’s like performing an imaging biop- sycop, this is especially powerful.

A regular biopsy gives you partial information at best about a piece of tissue to be analysed.

‘We can look at the whole image of an organ and any tumours. We can sequence the image, decode it and correlate our results to a biopsy report.’

Since 2002, Median has steadily improved its software algorithms for detecting, identifying and track- ing changes in tumours. Over the past three years the company has emerged from its headquarters in Sophia-Antipolis, France, to become a leading provider of automated image analytics for pharmaceutical companies conducting clinical trials.

Medical imaging is the established standard of care in oncology and is used to determine if a new drug is having any impact on a patient.

During the course of a clinical trial, a single patient will undergo up to eight imaging examinations to deter- mine whether a lesion is stable, if it is continuing to grow, or if it is get- ting smaller.

He estimates imaging represents almost 15% of oncology clini- cal trial budgets, with each drug company spending up to €50 million per year for image interpretation and analysis, creating a global mar- ket valued at €1 billion annually.

Previously, a dedicated team of radiologists would gather the mas- sive patch of images for each clinical trial and would manually read, inter- pret and report on the outcomes.

‘They are selling radiology services at a premium to the drug companies,’ said Brag. ‘These central labs do not have the capacity for under- standing exactly the type of tumour they are looking at, they are not equipped to do quantitative imaging and in 40 percent of the cases two radiologists will report two different assessments of how the same patient is responding to treatment.

‘We use software to standardise the interpretation and make results reproducible, automatically detecting cancer lesions and measuring them in 3-D to get the full volume of a specific tumour and extract much more meaningful information that gives a pharma group a much bet- ter understanding of how a patient is responding to treatment,’ he said.

Today, there is a new breed of technology moving into this space, driven by companies like Microsoft, as well as Google, Amazon and IBM. It’s a combination of capabilities coming from different fields that are dramatically changing the landscape.

‘There are faster processors today. We do billions of computations on one image and we can now index the data in a totally different way.’

Many research projects worldwide focus on machine learning; soft- ware that is able to automatically answer clinical questions such as the assessment of medical images.

How will such algorithms impact the healthcare system?

That is a very exciting field of research which will dramatically alter the healthcare landscape. As a company we are observing a few trends that are most likely here to stay, such as automation, you mentioned, or the increasing role of artificial intel- ligence – AI – in healthcare. All these topics aim to generate many and above all comparable, respectively reproducible data.

Many research projects worldwide focus on machine learning; soft- ware that is able to automatically answer clinical questions such as the assessment of medical images. How will such algorithms impact the healthcare system?

That is a very exciting field of research which will dramatically alter the healthcare landscape. As a company we are observing a few trends that are most likely here to stay, such as automation, you mentioned, or the increasing role of artificial intel- ligence – AI – in healthcare. All these topics aim to generate many and above all comparable, respectively reproducible data.

In which areas will artifi- cial intelligence play a role?

AI is primarily important in decision support sys- tems. We talk about arti- ficial intelligence when an algorithm or a soft- ware programme can learn and suggest a diagnosis or even a therapy, based on evidence. The more the sys- tem learns the better it will be in the future and the fewer user interactions are required.

That is a prospect many people find scary. Maybe. One thing, though, is cer- tain. We cannot work without com- puters anymore! Computers are far superior to human beings when it comes to rational intelligence and they do make better decisions. That’s a fact. Ideally, we manage to align the machine’s rational intelligence with the emotional skills that characterize us as human beings. The population is ageing and we need more and more trained people who are able to diagnose, interpret and treat. But the number of these people does not increase exponentially; quite on the contrary, the number of experts is decreasing, widening the gap in our system. That also holds true for radiologists who are inundated with slice images and are having an increasingly hard time catching up.

With DNA sequencing, functional MRI and CT imaging and many other digital developments, the data floods will continue to rise.

This is where radiology is facing another problem: We still lack standardisation and structured storing of image and diagnostic data. Amassing data won’t help if these data are not structured. Huge unstructured data pools are useless. Today, most of the data obtained gather dust so to speak in the modalities; only 2 percent are archived for later use.

What would a solution look like?

We consider so-called DICOM struc- tured reports to be key. These reports are the wheel-barrows with which data are carried from the modal- ity to the PACS – and vice versa.

In the USA, for example, by law every TV show has to be transformed into text. The texts can be analysed using algorithms. Thus you can find out how often the words Clinton or Trump or any other word were used in a certain period of time. That’s a quintessential Big Data application.

In our field, however, things are much more complicated. While we do have many video and image data, they are of little value since they are not categorised. The structured report is the key to this treasure trove. Templates will allow us to make huge steps forward, since templates are configurable, but even more importantly – if DICOM and HL7 can agree on a single standard – they will contain the acquired image data as well as the AHA and ACC guidelines and transfer these tem- plates to the PACS.

You aim to automate sequences, protocols and post-processing. Won’t that make the radiologist obsolete?

No, we don’t want to make the radi- ologist obsolete. Quite the con-
Big data takes a big brain

Agfa HealthCare aims to tap the IBM-Watson supercomputer to bring big data analytics to medical imaging, John Brooks reports

James Jay, the Global Vice President and General Manager for Imaging IT at Agfa Healthcare

Why is Agfa investing in the Watson Health Medical Imaging Collaborative? James Jay: It’s about trying to find a way to deliver the most powerful analytics capabilities in the world to users on our Enterprise Imaging platform. So they can tap into Watson as part of the work they already do today. That’s why IBM asked us to be part of this. They realise that, as powerful as Watson may be, the last thing healthcare professionals want is to see yet another computer added to their office! They already have electronic medical record systems, medication administration systems, imaging systems such as PACS.

Agfa’s Enterprise Imaging platform becomes a great vehicle to deliver Watson’s powerful capabilities as part of their daily work.

Coming down from the general idea of cloud computing, what can Watson do to help healthcare professionals?

One of the challenges with Watson is that it is capable of doing anything. The difficult question is to ask what do we want it to do. Ultimately, we want to approach hospitals to say, specifically, that we can help with their work in a specific area, built on specific real-world use cases. An example would be in lung cancer. Watson studied lung cancer at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center where it not only integrated lung images; it also learned the specific pathologies around lung cancer. In a hospital we can help improve the analysis of the pixel data in the CT studies of the lung, to run comparative analytics, perhaps to identify secondary findings. For example, a clinical team may be looking at the liver while a Watson-capable system might see a reason to also go look at images of the patient’s lungs and find a nodule. The radiologist would not have spotted this, because the doctor’s request was to look at the liver.

There is software that can detect cancer. What is the difference between medical software analysis and Watson analytics?

You can teach software to recognise specific patterns in a medical image, but then that software will only be capable of looking for the specific patterns that have been coded. Watson is adaptive. It is a learning platform that uses data sets to make itself smarter, so it looks at new images in the future. Watson reaches into a massive reference database with an enormous machine-learning capability. It can tap health records, radiology or pathology reports, doctors’ notes, medical journals, clinical care guidelines and published outcomes studies all at once. There are amazing things that can be done with a machine that learns!

Agfa believes that Watson can help find ‘invisible, unstructured imaging data’. Where is this invisible imaging data?

There are several levels of information in every medical system, the patient information linked to the image, which is structured but only used for indexing the image. There is a radiology report that is not structured. And then there is the pixel information contained in the image itself.

The patient information can be used for much more than indexing. Data taken only from the image, without going to the patient medical record, includes the patient’s age, sex, height and weight, for example. This can be used to create comparative perspectives, to link that patient to a specific patient population and enrich demographic information.

The unstructured radiology report can be ingested by a learning machine using textual tools and turned into a wealth of information that can be mined. And, finally, there is an underlying analysis of the pixel data. The image the radiologist sees has been examined for a specific request, but is not examined in conjunction with a wider comparative study that may show the pixel pattern represent something different when analysed from this different perspective.

Does Agfa want to become the interface between man and machine, between doctors and Watson?

‘To deliver big data analytics to clinicians in the future, you have to already be in front of them today, part of their daily work. They are not going to add more and more systems to look at; they want to do the opposite, to work on fewer and fewer systems.

Right now we have the attention of more than 10,000 users to whom we can deliver advanced capabilities through our Enterprise Imaging platform. This becomes a vehicle to aggregate the capabilities of very smart people out there developing analytics and other services helpful for healthcare professionals, our users.

‘So, yes, Agfa will become the aggregator of analytics for physicians and clinicians through the interface on the Enterprise Imaging platform.’

Achieving timely and accurate decisions is something we want to support. We want to add Watson at the beginning of the process rather than at the end,” Brooks adds.

James Jay: ‘It’s about trying to find a way to deliver the most powerful analytics capabilities in the world to users on our Enterprise Imaging platform. So they can tap into Watson as part of the work they already do today. That’s why IBM asked us to be part of this. They realise that, as powerful as Watson may be, the last thing healthcare professionals want is to see yet another computer added to their office! They already have electronic medical record systems, medication administration systems, imaging systems such as PACS.

Agfa’s Enterprise Imaging platform becomes a great vehicle to deliver Watson’s powerful capabilities as part of their daily work.

Coming down from the general idea of cloud computing, what can Watson do to help healthcare professionals?

One of the challenges with Watson is that it is capable of doing anything. The difficult question is to ask what do we want it to do. Ultimately, we want to approach hospitals to say, specifically, that we can help with their work in a specific area, built on specific real-world use cases. An example would be in lung cancer. Watson studied lung cancer at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center where it not only integrated lung images; it also learned the specific pathologies around lung cancer. In a hospital we can help improve the analysis of the pixel data in the CT studies of the lung, to run comparative analytics, perhaps to identify secondary findings. For example, a clinical team may be looking at the liver while a Watson-capable system might see a reason to also go look at images of the patient’s lungs and find a nodule. The radiologist would not have spotted this, because the doctor’s request was to look at the liver.

There is software that can detect cancer. What is the difference between medical software analysis and Watson analytics?

You can teach software to recognise specific patterns in a medical image, but then that software will only be capable of looking for the specific patterns that have been coded. Watson is adaptive. It is a learning platform that uses data sets to make itself smarter, so it looks at new images in the future. Watson reaches into a massive reference database with an enormous machine-learning capability. It can tap health records, radiology or pathology reports, doctors’ notes, medical journals, clinical care guidelines and published outcomes studies all at once. There are amazing things that can be done with a machine that learns!

Agfa believes that Watson can help find ‘invisible, unstructured imaging data’. Where is this invisible imaging data?

There are several levels of information in every medical system, the patient information linked to the image, which is structured but only used for indexing the image. There is a radiology report that is not structured. And then there is the pixel information contained in the image itself.

The patient information can be used for much more than indexing. Data taken only from the image, without going to the patient medical record, includes the patient’s age, sex, height and weight, for example. This can be used to create comparative perspectives, to link that patient to a specific patient population and enrich demographic information.

The unstructured radiology report can be ingested by a learning machine using textual tools and turned into a wealth of information that can be mined. And, finally, there is an underlying analysis of the pixel data. The image the radiologist sees has been examined for a specific request, but is not examined in conjunction with a wider comparative study that may show the pixel pattern represent something different when analysed from this different perspective.

Does Agfa want to become the interface between man and machine, between doctors and Watson?

‘To deliver big data analytics to clinicians in the future, you have to already be in front of them today, part of their daily work. They are not going to add more and more systems to look at; they want to do the opposite, to work on fewer and fewer systems.

Right now we have the attention of more than 10,000 users to whom we can deliver advanced capabilities through our Enterprise Imaging platform. This becomes a vehicle to aggregate the capabilities of very smart people out there developing analytics and other services helpful for healthcare professionals, our users.

‘So, yes, Agfa will become the aggregator of analytics for physicians and clinicians through the interface on the Enterprise Imaging platform.’
Fusion imaging will create a multi-modality monster for radiology groups that already struggle to deal with data from dual-modality hybrid systems, John Brosky reports.

Hybrid imaging is growing so big it is gaining a new name: multi-parametric imaging. You might see it as converging streams of digital data from genomics, metabolomics and proteomics. Or on a bad day it may seem more like the multiple heads of a hydra rising up to gobble every gigabyte of patient data they can grasp.

But that comes later. Because Thomas Beyer is a Professor of Physics of Medical Imaging at the Medical University Vienna, he likes to take a step back for a running start before leaping into the future. As the Deputy Head of the Centre for Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering at the Medical University, Beyer presented an overview of the growth of hybrid imaging at a well-attended course for the European School of Radiology.

In the beginning there was hardware, said Beyer, a wide range of imaging modalities from X-ray, scintigraphy, to computed tomography (CT) to ultrasound (US) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

The origin of many of these modalities was around the 1950s, with the developmental approaches being mainly independent. The combination of anatomical and functional imaging was first attempted when clinicians, as early as the 1960s, used a pen to mark body contours around scintigrams, or else adjusting overlays of printouts on light tables to co-register images from the nuclear medicine and radiology examinations.

The three clinically relevant hybrid imaging examinations combining dual modalities are SPECT/CT, PET/CT, and PET/MRI. While PET/CT and SPECT/CT came out about the same time, commercially available around 2000 and 2001, SPECT/CT has not enjoyed the same level of adoption, he said, estimating that for every SPECT/CT system installed around the world there are five PET/CT systems.

PET/MR was introduced in 2006 and commercially available in 2011, he said; yet there are barely 120 systems installed worldwide to date. It remains hotly debated whether PET/MR is a clinical or a research machine because there is not yet any data supporting a clinical application with a proven clinical benefit, said Beyer. Clinical PET/MR is a bit like the iPad, something everyone wants, that no one needs, but once you have it you are actually quite happy using it.

Like a late child in the family, PET/MR is challenged by the prior existence of PET/CT. Johannes Czernin, who leads the Nuclear Medicine group at the University of California Los Angeles, once said PET/CT is a technological evolution that led to a medical revolution. Beyer finds that PET/MR is something like a medical evolution based on a technical revolution.

A further evolution to multi-parametric imaging seems inevitable, where swelling databases of digital images and ever-faster computer processing will combine other imaging modalities, biopsy data, patient predispositions from genetic information and biologic data.

This rises to the level of Big Data, where some companies, like Microsoft and Google, are already thinking about how they can put all of this together, he noted.

His concern about the rush to multi-parametric diagnosis is that clinicians are still struggling with the flood of information from dual-modality platforms. ‘We will need to have it you are actually quite happy using it.’

It’s like acquiring a Porsche but only able to use 1st gear

The go anywhere medical aide

Developed entirely by the Rostock firm Oehm und Rehbein (OR) technology, the fully digital Amadeo M mini X-ray system incorporates a sophisticated design that reduces components to the most essential, functional operating elements. The device is therefore particularly suitable for portable use and can easily be transported due to its low weight (approximately 68 kg) and compact build, the manufacturer points out. The new system is attractive wherever it’s not possible to move patients to a hospital for diagnostic radiology. Areas of application are first aid services, home care, nursing homes, medically oriented aid organisations, military purposes and for ships or oil rigs.

Additionally, the lightweight system can be pulled easily over steps and obstacles and swivelled in all directions – a huge advantage in confined spaces and elevators, the firm adds. The X-ray system is stable and does not tip over on uneven terrain. Its large, all-terrain wheels permit effortless movement. The Amadeo M mini includes all necessary components of a functional system: X-ray detector, X-ray generator and image processing workstation. The latter is delivered with a globally proven software package dicomPACS DX-R, which includes a convenient X-ray positioning guide for fine adjustment (except the AX-version).

Oehm und Rehbein GmbH (also known as OR Technology) will be demonstrating the firm’s products at Medica 2016, in Dusseldorf, Germany, 14–17 November. Booth E35. Hall 10.

Details: www.or-technology.com.
A shift from qualitative to quantitative imaging and Big Data

Radiologists will become computer technicians

analysing the large amounts of data. Trattnig also expects the emergence of new findings from the comparison of imaging data with data from genomics, proteomics or metabolomics. Big Data for instance is also essential for the ever more important research into dementia, he explains. ‘We need a very large control group to classify the normal aging process and to differentiate it from the early stages of dementia.’

These developments will lead to changes in practice for radiologists. ‘The radiologist will no longer make a diagnosis in the conventional way by standing in front of contrast images but will become more like a computer technician,’ Trattnig believes.

Radiologists will have to acquire in-depth knowledge of the new procedures to keep up with the developments ahead.

‘Magnetic resonance imaging is a very dynamic field,’ declared Professor Siegfried Trattnig, head of the Centre of Excellence for High Field MRI in the Department of Biomedical Imaging and Image-guided Therapy, at Vienna University Medical. Indeed, this September, two mega trends emphasised by Trattnig – the shift from qualitative to quantitative imaging and Big Data – dominated the 33rd Annual Scientific Meeting of the European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology (ESMRMB) in Vienna, for which he is Local Organising Committee Chair.

On conventional MR images lightness and darkness don’t correspond with absolute values but merely serve to help the radiologist make a diagnosis based on the respective contrasts. Modern MRI procedures, such as MR fingerprinting, however, can precisely quantify the three basic MRI parameters (T1 relaxation time, T2 relaxation times and proton density). This data can be used to generate maps which, at first glance, look like conventional contrast images, but which are capable of far more: they contain accurate measurements. Each pixel of a T1 map for instance corresponds with an exact T1 measurement. “This way the differences between pathological and healthy tissue can be clearly established. When monitoring the progress of treatment, for instance, it is possible to see how the measurements change, and to assess the efficiency of the treatment,” Trattnig explains.

Until recently, the generation of a T1 or T2 map took about 10 to 15 minutes – too long for clinical routine applications. The new technologies make T1 or T2 mapping possible in one to two minutes. Furthermore, there is now the respective software that evaluates the maps at high speed. “This makes it really interesting for clinical routine,” he points out. As the maps always contain the entire MRI information the conventional contrast images can be synthetically generated retrospectively. There is no need to examine the patient with different sequences. A one-off measurement of the T1 and T2 values suffices,” Trattnig explains.

All these examinations generate vast amounts of data. As a representative from the industry reported at the ESMRMB Congress, Siemens alone has so many MRI scanners in use that 35,500 patients are being examined per hour worldwide. If you have the respective tools, there is the opportunity to extract diagnostic information from this vast pool of data, which you cannot gain from individual examinations alone,” says Trattnig.

Software based on machine learning can discover whether certain image data point towards certain diseases; it can discover correlations as yet unknown, or confirm suspected correlations respectively by

invest in Big Data and to integrate all patient data available; yet we need first to bring the existing hybrid modalities to an efficient and proper use, to get a handle on the data we already have.

‘My own perspective is that, whilst the big vendors provide big platforms to acquire the images, they really fall short of expectations regarding the means they provide to handle this imaging data. PET/MR is a prime example. There are 50 shades of grey information acquired that combine with four-dimensional PET information. There is a plethora of data, yet the software tools provided are too inefficient to extract all the information that is in there,’ Beyer said. ‘It’s like acquiring a Porsche but you can only run it in first gear.’

Before more information begins to fall from cloud computing, there needs to be an investment in software platforms that allow us to extract more information,’ he believes. ‘We need to find ways to combine this with the complementary information, different levels of information about metabolics, proteins, genomics. We need to bring in specialists beyond nuclear medicine and radiology. ‘It’s time for us to bury our internal conflicts and open up to embrace other specialties. That becomes critical if this is going to fly,’ he said. ‘Rather than asking: What can dual-modality imaging do for me? We should ask: What can I do with dual-modality imaging for others?’

Siegfried Trattnig is professor for radiology with a particular focus on High Field MRI at the Vienna’s Medical University, where he has been Medical Director of the High Field MRI research scanner since 2000 and also headed the High Field MRI Centre (HFMRC) since its foundation in 2003. The professor is a member of over 50 committees in all important international, radiological, orthopaedic and MRI societies. Since its foundation two years ago Trattnig has also been chaired the European Imaging Biomarker Alliance (EIBALL).
Patients with locally advanced rectal cancer have been treated with intra-operative radiotherapy (IORT) for over twenty years. Partly due to this type of radiation, survival rates in a group of patients with inoperable cancer changed dramatically from five to 70 percent.

The top clinical and referral centre Catharina Hospital in Eindhoven is one of two hospitals in the Netherlands where patients with rectal or breast cancer can be treated with IORT. Recently, the hospital installed a Mobetron – the first mobile, self-shielded, electron linear accelerator to deliver IORT to cancer patients during surgery. The manufacturer notes that the device brings safe, reliable radiation to the operating theatre without the need for costly shielding renovations or retrofits.

Self-developed adaptation

‘In our breast centre we used all kinds of equipment, except IORT,’ explained breast cancer surgeon Yvonne van Riet, at the Catharina Cancer Institute. ‘We were interested in this technique, but it’s not a toy and should be safe. We started to use it in 2012 because of the outcomes of the first randomised study on IORT use on breast cancer patients, by Professor Umberto Veronesi at the Italian Cancer Institute in Milan.’

The breast cancer treatment is focused on irradiating the area where the tumour tissue (radical) has been removed and to do this to the least possible surrounding healthy tissue. In Italy and in other centres, they stick the tissue together to determine the irradiation site. We realised that there could be a more accurate way, so, with our radiotherapy department, we developed a screen plate that we place in the breast muscle after tumour removal. This protects the underlying ribs, lungs, and also the left side of the heart from the applied radiation. Then the mammary gland tissue to be irradiated is stuck together; the irradiation tube is positioned and coated with the irradiation unit. In this way you can determine very precisely where you need to irradiate without affecting the surrounding tissue.’

New device choice

The old linear accelerator used for IORT needed replacement. ‘The new device choice was more or less a death sentence. Nowadays, drugs for colon cancer patients, by example, 60% of cancer patients are aged above 50 years – the age group where the tumour tissue (radical) has been removed and to do this to the least possible surrounding healthy tissue. In Italy and in other centres, they stick the tissue together to determine the irradiation site. We realised that there could be a more accurate way, so, with our radiotherapy department, we developed a screen plate that we place in the breast muscle after tumour removal. This protects the underlying ribs, lungs, and also the left side of the heart from the applied radiation. Then the mammary gland tissue to be irradiated is stuck together; the irradiation tube is positioned and coated with the irradiation unit. In this way you can determine very precisely where you need to irradiate without affecting the surrounding tissue.’

New device choice

The old linear accelerator used for IORT needed replacement. The

Dutch centre of excellence for breast cancer diagnostics

Cost cutting cancer drugs

How to cut the high cost of cancer drugs engendered high interest at the recent Forum on Hospital Management held in Vienna. ‘When it comes to cancer drugs, we have a daily dilemma with effectiveness and financial viability.’ Laments Professor Gabriela Kornek, Medical Director at Vienna’s General Hospital (AKH).

Whilst there have been huge advances in cancer treatment over recent years, the price of cancer drugs has risen just as much as the number of cancer patients.

More and more people affected are aged above 50 years – the age where the probability of developing cancer increases significantly. The survival time after a cancer diagnosis has risen considerably. In Austria, for example, 60% of cancer patients survive for more than five years.

Patients only used to receive treatment for six months, but nowadays cancer treatment can last for a year or, if the tumour is inoperable, for life. This means an increasing number of people receive cancer drugs.

At the same time, costs have exploded. Nowadays, drugs for colon cancer treatment cost €122,000 for 22 months, whereas a few years ago this was just €600 for 12 months. The cost of treatment has risen by two hundred-fold,’ Kornek emphasises. In 1985 a melanoma diagnosis was more or less a death sentence. Today, up to 22% of patients can actually be cured. However, the combination of drugs required to achieve this amounts to €125,000 over two years. The cost of the leading 58 drugs per year of life gained was €54,000 in 1995; in 2015 it was €207,000,’ Kornek points out. At Vienna’s AKH, 45 percent of all the money spent on drugs is allocated to cancer drugs.

How might this expenditure be cut? At the Forum, Kornek listed a number of possibilities – including the inclusion of patients in clinical studies. By including 18 patients at the in the AKH Novo-Study, which examined the effects of Nolvadon on lung cancer patients, melanoma patients and those with renal cell carcinoma, the hospital could save €2.8 million in 2013/14.

‘Hospitals can also cut costs for effective but very expensive drugs by negotiating with drug manufacturers. The so-called Capping Model, where the cost of drugs per patient is capped, is one example. The annual dose of Bevacizumab for a colon cancer patient weighing 70kg is 9,100 milligrams per year; for other types of tumours the dose required for patients of the same weight is twice as high. Due to pressure from customers, the drugs manufacturer is now offering Bevacizumab free of charge for amounts from 10,000 milligrams per year, i.e. costs are capped at around €55,000.’

Another cost saving route is the ‘pay for performance’ model. One feature of modern cancer drugs is that, dependent on the tumour genome, they are effective for certain patients but not others. The manufacturer of Bortezomib, licensed to treat multiple myeloma, has negotiated the following deal with the National Health Service: The NHS pays initially for four treatment cycles. If the patients respond to treatment the NHS will bear the cost of further treatment; however, if the patient does not respond the manufacturer will refund the cost of the first four cycles.

Oncologists have also thought of a decision aide for the use of expensive cancer drugs: The Magnitude of Clinical Benefit Scale of the European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) assesses the actual clinical benefit of tumour treatments. This includes, for instance, the stage of the disease, the patient’s performance status, the prior use of chemotherapy, the possibility to continue the treatment and help even more women,’ said radiation oncologist Walter Depner, explaining the institute’s choice.

‘For IORT you need specially equipped operating rooms with very thick walls,’ van Riet added. ‘And, very important: you need a team of experienced specialists, surgeons and radiation oncologists who seamlessly respond to each other.’

Therefore IORT cannot be applied in every hospital. Currently, in the Netherlands, it is provided only at the Gynaecology Cancer Institute and the Medical Centre Haaglanden, in The Hague.

Less harmful than regular radiation

IORT is meant for women of 60 years and older with diagnosed breast cancer and a tumour no more than 2 centimeters in size. In addition, it should be sensitive to female hormones and there should be no malignant cells detected in the sentinel lymph node. ‘The treatment lasts one and a half hours,’ van Riet said. After the tumour removal by surgeons the area is treated only once with a dose of radiation than in an external treatment. The patient is discharged from hospital the same day.

**Report: Michael Krausnitter**

**Vienna: The 13th Forum on Hospital Management in Vienna**

Vienne native Professor Gabriela Kornek MD is Medical Director at Vienna General Hospital (AKH), one of Europe’s largest hospitals. A specialist in Haematology-oncology, she is also Deputy Head of the Department for Oncology at the University Clinic for Internal Medicine I at the AKH, and also programme director for ear, nose and throat tumours and head and neck cancer at the Cancer School at the Vienna’s Comprehensive Cancer Centre. The professor has published 164 scientific articles in peer-reviewed journals, along with a specialist book plus further book contributions. She is also a member of numerous scientific associations.
Radiowave breast imaging technology

A new radiowave breast imaging technology will become available before 2016 ends, according to Micrima, the Bristol-based breast imaging company and developer of a CE Mark approved radiowave breast imaging system. The firm has successfully gained a new financing round of £2.6 million, which will support accelerated development of its patented Maria technology. This aims to enable breast screening to become safer, more comfortable and more accessible to a larger proportion of the global female population, the manufacturer reports. ‘The company intends to start the commercialisation at the end of the year,’ Roy Johnson, Micrima’s Executive Chairman, said. ‘We believe that mammography is a far from perfect breast cancer screening method, and we’ve shown that this agent can be effective,’ said Santin, professor of obstetrics, gynaecology, and reproductive sciences, and research team leader of the Gynaecologic Oncology Programme at Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale New Haven. In future studies, Saltzman said, they may ‘tune’ the nanoparticles’ properties. For instance, they can adjust the adhesiveness of the particles, and how quickly the particles release the drugs at the target site.

A new radiowave breast imaging technology is on the horizon

Fighting cancer with sticky nanoparticles

A team of researchers at Yale found that a treatment using bio-adhesive nanoparticles loaded with a potent chemotherapy drug proved more effective and less toxic than conventional treatments for gynaecological cancer. The results of the work, led by Professor Mark Saltzman at the Yale School of Engineering and Applied Science and professor Alessandro Santin at the Yale School of Medicine, appeared Sept. 19 in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The nanoparticles are loaded with a drug known as epothilone B (EB) and injected into the peritoneal space, the fluid of the abdominal cavity. EB has been used in clinical trials to target tumour cells resistant to conventional chemotherapy agents. The drug proved effective in these trials, but severe side effects caused by the drug’s high toxicity prevented further use. ‘The Yale Cancer Center researchers’ treatment significantly reduces the drug’s toxicity by encapsing it in a nanoparticle that gradually releases the drug in high concentration at the cancer site. The problem with conventional nanoparticles, though, is that they are cleared from the target region too quickly to have much of an effect due to their small size, note the scientists. ‘The challenge was to find a way to use that drug, which is very effective if you can keep it in the right place for a long enough period,’ said Saltzman, the Goizueta Foundation Professor of Biomedical and Chemical Engineering. To that end, the Yale team developed nanoparticles covered with aldehyde groups, which chemically adhered to mesothelial cells in the abdominal cavity when injected into the peritoneum. Tested on mice with human tumours growing in their abdominal regions, the bio-adhesive nanoparticles stayed in place for at least 24 hours. Non-adhesive nanoparticles injected into control mice began to leave the abdominal cavity after five minutes. Sixty percent of the mice receiving the treatment with the bio-adhesive nanoparticles survived for four months — a significant improvement over mice in the control groups, where 10% or fewer lived as long. By localising the delivery of the drug, Santin said, they both decreased the toxicity of the drug and increased its effectiveness. This treatment could be particularly beneficial to patients with later stages of ovarian and uterine cancer, which is extremely difficult to treat due to how the cancer spreads in the peritoneal region, he said. ‘They’ve been treated with surgery and chemotherapy and are now resistant to any standard treatment, and we’ve shown that this agent can be effective,’ said Santin, professor of obstetrics, gynaecology, and reproductive sciences, and research team leader of the Gynaecologic Oncology Programme at Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale New Haven. In future studies, Saltzman said, they may ‘tune’ the nanoparticles’ properties. For instance, they can adjust the adhesiveness of the particles, and how quickly the particles release the drugs at the target site.

The nanoparticles are loaded with a drug known as epothilone B (EB) and injected into the peritoneal space, the fluid of the abdominal cavity. EB has been used in clinical trials to target tumour cells resistant to conventional chemotherapy agents. The drug proved effective in these trials, but severe side effects caused by the drug’s high toxicity prevented further use. ‘The Yale Cancer Center researchers’ treatment significantly reduces the drug’s toxicity by encapsing it in a nanoparticle that gradually releases the drug in high concentration at the cancer site. The problem with conventional nanoparticles, though, is that they are cleared from the target region too quickly to have much of an effect due to their small size, note the scientists. ‘The challenge was to find a way to use that drug, which is very effective if you can keep it in the right place for a long enough period,’ said Saltzman, the Goizueta Foundation Professor of Biomedical and Chemical Engineering. To that end, the Yale team developed nanoparticles covered with aldehyde groups, which chemically adhered to mesothelial cells in the abdominal cavity when injected into the peritoneum. Tested on mice with human tumours growing in their abdominal regions, the bio-adhesive nanoparticles stayed in place for at least 24 hours. Non-adhesive nanoparticles injected into control mice began to leave the abdominal cavity after five minutes. Sixty percent of the mice receiving the treatment with the bio-adhesive nanoparticles survived for four months — a significant improvement over mice in the control groups, where 10% or fewer lived as long. By localising the delivery of the drug, Santin said, they both decreased the toxicity of the drug and increased its effectiveness. This treatment could be particularly beneficial to patients with later stages of ovarian and uterine cancer, which is extremely difficult to treat due to how the cancer spreads in the peritoneal region, he said. ‘They’ve been treated with surgery and chemotherapy and are now resistant to any standard treatment, and we’ve shown that this agent can be effective,’ said Santin, professor of obstetrics, gynaecology, and reproductive sciences, and research team leader of the Gynaecologic Oncology Programme at Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale New Haven. In future studies, Saltzman said, they may ‘tune’ the nanoparticles’ properties. For instance, they can adjust the adhesiveness of the particles, and how quickly the particles release the drugs at the target site.
Vienna peaks in breast cancer research

Study reveals therapy-induced osteoporosis can drop by 50%

Report: Michael Krassnitzer

“Today Vienna is one of the top addresses with regard to breast cancer research,” Professor Michael Gnant proudly reports – and he certainly knows what he is talking about. The surgeon is Director of the University Clinic for Surgery at Vienna’s Medical University, Deputy Director of the University’s Comprehensive Cancer Centre (CCC) and President of ABCSG, the Austrian Breast & Colorectal Cancer Study Group. During the past few months, all three institutions published stunning research results in The Lancet.

ABC-G-18 demonstrates that, in patients with early hormone-receptor positive breast cancer, the administration of the human monocolonal antibody denosumab, along with the standard endocrine therapy, can reduce by 50 percent therapy-induced osteoporosis, a long-term side effect. Subcutaneous administration of 60 mg denosumab, twice a year, basically halves the risk of fractures without side effects.

Moreover, the study results show that bone density in the spine increased by ten percent, in the hip by eight percent and in the femoral neck by six percent. ‘These results are truly path-breaking and will certainly lead to changes in the current therapy regime,’ Professor Gnant underlines. ‘Two injections per year may spare many women severe suffering.’

The first of these meta-analyses compared the efficacy of adjuvant aromatase inhibitors and tamoxifen. Compared to tamoxifen alone, aromatase-inhibitor therapy reduces the risk of recurrence by one third. Moreover, figures indicate that a five-year aromatase inhibitor therapy reduces mortality by 15 percent compared to tamoxifen therapy.

Bisphosphonates are being used to counteract the osteoporosis risk associated with anti-hormone treatment of breast cancer. The second meta-analysis co-conducted at CCC Vienna confirmed the efficacy of bisphosphonates over a period of two to five years post-surgery in postmenopausal breast cancer patients since the occurrence of bone metastases was reduced by 28 percent and breast cancer mortality was reduced by 18 percent.

Professor Gnant happily concludes. ‘These two meta-analyses will also redefine the standard treatment of breast cancer. In addition, they prove that, with our knowledge and our performance, we are at the forefront of international cancer research.’

Professor Sir Mike Stratton, Director of the Wellcome Genome Campus in Cambridge and an internationally renowned scientist, was pleased: ‘For a small country, such as Austria, that’s quite remarkable.’

The study looks at patients diagnosed with a stage II or III hormone-dependent breast cancer without HER2 characteristics. After the standard initial therapy (surgery, radiation and chemotherapy) they receive the usual anti-hormone therapy over a period of two years to block metastases or an additional agent: gaboxadol.

This substance has been successfully used in the treatment of patients with breast carcinoma metastases (stage IV).

Professor Michael Gnant directs the University Clinic for Surgery at Vienna’s Medical University and is Deputy Director of the University’s Comprehensive Cancer Centre (CCC). The Vienna-born researcher also presides over ABCSG, the Austrian Breast & Colorectal Cancer Study Group. Additionally, he is visiting professor at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, USA, and a board member of several national and international professional societies. His research focus is surgical oncology, particularly breast, colorectal and pancreatic. The professor is also interested in antibody immunotherapy, endocrine intervention, tumour dormancy, therapies targeting bones in order to halt tumour micro-metastases and therapies targeting pathways such as mTOR or CDK 4/6 inhibitors.

and ABCSG will coordinate the international – i.e. non-US – part of the study with 2,300 patients. Professor Gnant is understandably pleased: ‘For a small country, such as Austria, that’s quite remarkable.’

The study looks at patients diagnosed with a stage II or III hormone-dependent breast cancer without HER2 characteristics. After the standard initial therapy (surgery, radiation and chemotherapy) they receive the usual anti-hormone therapy over a period of two years to block metastases or an additional agent: gaboxadol.

This substance has been successfully used in the treatment of patients with breast carcinoma metastases (stage IV).

Report: Mark Nichols

UK-based researchers believe personalisation of treatment for breast cancer is within sight after uncovering what they say is the most detailed picture to date of which genetic variations contribute to development of the disease.

With colleagues, study leader Dr Serena Nik-Zainal, at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute near Cambridge, identified a number of new genes that, when mutated, drive the development of breast cancer tumours.

In what is the largest-ever study to sequence the whole genomes of breast cancers, the team has uncovered five new genes associated with breast cancers and where they occur in the genome. The research – an international collaboration which included breast cancer patients from the USA, Europe and Asia – involved analysis of 560 breast cancer genomes – 556 from women and four from men.

Dr Nik-Zainal’s team hunted for mutations that encourage cancers to grow and looked for mutational signatures in each patient’s tumour. They found that women who carry mutations in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene indicating an increased risk of developing breast and ovarian cancer, had whole cancer genome profiles that were highly distinctive from each other and were also very different to other breast cancers.

She believes that this discovery could be used to classify patients more accurately for treatment. ‘In the future, we’d like to be able to profile individual cancer genomes so that we can identify the treatment most suited for a woman or man diagnosed with breast cancer,’ Nik-Zainal added. ‘It’s a step closer to personised health-care for cancer.’

Researchers, recognising that understanding the genetic variations between cancers is crucial to developing improved therapies, say the results reveal more about the causes of breast tumours and provide evidence that breast cancer genomes are highly individual.

Exactly where mutations occur in breast cancer genomes is also important.

Dr Evan Birney is Director of EMBL-EBI (the European Bioinformatics Institute, Aarhus, Denmark) which administers and disseminates large biological databases. It is located on the Wellcome Genome Campus in Cambridge.

Professor Sir Mike Stratton, Director of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, takes scientists ‘much closer to a complete understanding genome centres, while the European Bioinformatics Institute is part of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) and is a global leader in the storage, analysis, and dissemination of large biological datasets. It is located on the Wellcome Genome Campus in Cambridge.

Professor Sir Mike Stratton, Director of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, takes scientists ‘much closer to a complete understanding of the causes of the disease and the opportunities for new treatments.’
30% of BC cases are MIBC at diagnosis, nearby organs and/or lymph nodes (70%), T1 (20%) and CIS (10%). BC cases are NMIBC at diagnosis. MIBC has invaded the muscular wall. 70% of mucosa and submucosa and has not infiltrated the muscular wall. 70% of BC cases are NMIBC at diagnosis. NMIBC is confined to the bladder mucosa and submucosa and has not revealed NMIBC.

Prevalence and mortality

The worldwide age-standardised incidence rate (ASR) is 10.1 per 100,000 for males and 2.5 per 100,000 for females. The prevalence of bladder cancer is the highest of all urological malignancies. Each year, approximately 110,500 men and 70,000 women are diagnosed with new cases and 8,200 patients in the European Union and 17,000 US patients die from BC. Therefore, the economic impact is important, because it is among the most expensive cancers to manage. The total cost has been estimated to be €4.9 billion in 2012, with healthcare accounting for €2.9 billion (59%) and representing 5% of the total cancer-related healthcare costs across the EU (Gazal et al., Eur Urol. 2015). The management of early stage bladder cancer therefore represents a potential target for major healthcare savings. The risk of developing bladder cancer increases with age and the median age at diagnosis is 70 years. Women are diagnosed less often than men, but tend to have more advanced disease because bladder cancer is less often suspected. The main symptom for NMIBC is painless haematuria. In patients with CIS, haematuria may be accompanied by irritative voiding symptoms such as urinary frequency, urgency, and dysuria. Physical examination does not reveal NMIBC.

The diagnosis of bladder cancer is made by cystoscopic examination of the bladder including biopsies (an invasive examination method) and histological evaluation of the resected tissue. Urine cytology is a non-invasive method for detecting bladder cancer by identifying abnormal urothelial cells in the voided urine or bladder washes. Although urine cytology remains the gold standard test, many new urinary biomarkers have been identified in recent years. Imaging examinations include conventional intravenous or computed tomography urography (X-ray examination with contrast agent) and ultrasound (can show tissue changes, tumours, hydrocephalus). A transurethral resection (TURB) is the standard treatment for bladder tumours. The aim of the initial TURB is to remove all visible tumours and obtain tissue for accurate pathological diagnosis. An important factor that influences the outcome of the initial TURB is the visibility of tumours.

Optimised photodynamic diagnosis

At the 31st Annual Congress of the European Association of Urology Professor Thorsten Bach of the Asklepios Hospital in Hamburg reported on his experiences with PDD (photodynamic diagnosis)-assisted cystoscopy using Hexvix (HAL). ‘The malicious thing with bladder cancer is the high risk of recurrences. Therefore, it’s so important to remove even the smallest tumours without lesions, as in between a third to half of all cases, new ones occur after six weeks.’ To detect them more reliably and at an earlier stage than is possible with the conventional white light cystoscopy the photofunctional, fluorescent substance Hexvix colours existing tumours pink, against a blue background. ‘This allows the discovery of 7% more tumours as proven by a study from Denmark and real-life experience from the UK last year.’ When EHa asked about the costs involved, Bach explained that Hexvix has been covered by the DRG system since 2014. ‘The additional costs pay off through reduced costs spent on intervention, as proven by the Danish study.’ The improved pharmacokinetic characteristics of the only currently licensed medical product, described in the new S3 guideline on bladder cancer, published as May.

Spanish Society of Radiotherapy and Oncology (SEOR) pushes for guidelines

Unlike the USA, Italy, Germany or the Netherlands, Spain does not include hyperthermia in its national health catalogue. Worse, many non-medical centres are increasingly offering hyperthermia as an alternative treatment in a situation that infuriates Spanish oncological radiotherapists.

The Spanish Society of Radiotherapy and Oncology (SEOR), representing over 1,000 of radiotherapists, is pushing for guidelines to regulate the use of oncological hyperthermia and include it in cancer radiation therapy routine.

‘Having a regulatory framework is the only way we can avoid proliferation of such centres. Oncological hyperthermia must be indicated, controlled and supervised by oncological radiation therapists; they are the only people who can prescribe and apply it. Hyperthermia can be an asset when combined with other conventional treatments, such as surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy,’ explained Jorge Contreras, director of Magna Clasica Marbella and coordinator of the SEOR working group on hyperthermia. Hyperthermia is relatively easy to produce and administer; basic equipment used in physiotherapy or cosmetics can produce hyperthermia, which is why many non-medical centres can offer hyperthermia as an alternative medicine.

Contrasers said: ‘When hyperthermia is applied without knowing the full treatment combination, therapy may not be successful. There’s a risk of strengthening secondary effects induced by treatment instead of improving it.’ The goal of hyperthermia is to boost treatment effect and immune system response. It can also improve blood flow and muscle relaxation, and alleviate symptoms.

International studies are starting to show that hyperthermia can improve treatment of breast cancer, soft tissue sarcoma, colorectal and pancreatic cancer, and brain and head and neck tumours, such as larynx and oral cavity tumours. Researchers are also working on validating hyperthermia in other applications – prostate cancer, central nervous system tumours, e.g. multifrom glioblastoma, lung cancer.

Contreras plans to use these results to foment guidelines. But he insisted on the value of conducting such studies in Spain as well. He deplores this fact: ‘The lack of nationwide-scale studies in our country does not help.’

The technique was only introduced last year in Spain, but only a few hospitals so far offer hyperthermia and have the right personnel.

Other challenges of radiation cancer therapy, a subspecialty recognised over 40 years ago in Spain, include better equipment and personnel distribution countrywide, and wider access to technologies, such as proton therapy. Only tertiary centres in Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia have all the latest available technology. Additionally, projects to include proton therapy in the nation’s health service catalogue are underway.

Professor Thorsten Bach heads the Department of Urology at the Asklepios Hospital, Harburg, in Hamburg. In 2008, he was a Fellow of the Endourological Society, specialising in endourology and minimally invasive urology, laser enucleation of the prostate, among other procedures he has performed and published the fundamental research on this laser tool, which has gained him national and international awards. He is a member of the German Working Group on Urolithiasis as well as the EAU Section of Urotechnology (ESUT), and also a member of the EAU Guideline panel on Male LUTS, plus a Chairman for the EAU Patient Information Project (http://patients.uroweb.org).
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Detecting bladder tumours

Photodynamic diagnosis locates the smallest tumours

Jorge Contreras is Radiation Oncologist and Head of Training at Carlos Haya Hospital in Malaga. He also sits on the tumour board and is President of the Head and Neck Tumour Board. He is part of many scientific societies including the Spanish Association of Radiation Oncology, the European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (ESTRO), and the American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (ASTRO). In addition, he coordinates the group for the Development of Hyperthermy in Oncology of the Spanish Society of Radiation Oncology.

Proton therapy enables tumour treatment more locally and more radiation dose while reducing secondary effects. It is particularly useful for brain tumours, medullar cancer and tumours in delicate areas. However, most tumours are not that localised, Contreras pointed out. ‘95% of tumours can be treated with currently available technology.’
Creating a data powerhouse

In her keynote address at the forthcoming Digital Pathology Congress (December) Dr Fiona Carragher, the Deputy Chief Scientific Officer for NHS England emphasised: ‘The NHS has spearheaded this new dimension for digital pathology’, in the context of the NHS England Personalised Medicine strategy, and how digitisation, combination and analysis of diagnostics is central to personalised care. Ahead of the congress, she shared her views exclusively with Mark Nicholls of European Hospital. ‘The combination, correlation and analysis of information are the cornerstone of personalised medicine, Dr Carragher pointed out. ‘It is the ability to digitate results from patient samples that has been one of the key enabling technologies that make personalised medicine possible now. Through digitising information in this whole-scale way we can apply new analytical techniques, such as machine learning and cluster analysis that open up possibilities for new diagnoses and classification that was not possible with the previous approaches.’

Is NHS England close to embracing personalised medicine through these means?

In the NHS we already have the building blocks currently in place, with a focus on improving connectivity, educating, informing and supporting commissioners; quality and accreditation, and developing diagnostics and analysis capacity. More specifically, we are developing our specialist genetic and molecular pathology laboratories; investing in the NHS Genomic Medicine Centres; and working with Health Education England to develop the workforce capability and expertise to deliver genomic and personalised medicine.

‘By 2025 we hope to achieve a new taxonomy of medicine based on underlying cause and personal response; an integrated clinical service taking a “whole body approach”, and tailored, optimised and more effective therapies for better outcomes.’

How much investment is needed?

There are many external factors that will influence the success of this vision and it’s vital that we develop a shared ambition and commitment to deliver this with partners across the system and beyond. One key investment is in building partnerships between the NHS, academia, industry and patient groups – as maximum patient benefit will come where all these groups work together.

The future of digital pathology can only be delivered through enduring collaborative relationships and networks that ensure national consistency whilst delivering local responsiveness. To achieve this we need to invest in meeting the training, education and workforce planning challenges; facilitate the uptake and adoption of new scientific advances and technology; understand funding flows; develop commissioning information and education tools with commissioners; develop new models of care, and ensure quality and assurance.’

How will its worth and success be quantified?

‘High quality diagnostic services are crucial to both patient outcomes.

He led us to believe that pollutants play a main role,’ Robert Karl points out. Karl now exports to 72 countries, assisted by about 130 business partners. Thus the firm’s advanced solutions are internationally - in the renowned Medical Faculty of the University of Melbourne, Australia; Our Lady of Maryknoll Hospital in Hong Kong; Hospital No. 4 in Olympic City, Sochi, Russia; the Charité in Berlin, one of Europe’s biggest university hospitals, and more.

The firm reports that it has worked with some of its business partners for over a decade. ‘Something we

In the 21 years since its launch in Germany, Kugel medical has become a leading manufacturer of histopathology equipment on a global level, with a presence in laboratories, forensic centres, universities, anatomical institutes, pharmacy firms and veterinary pathologies. The products include almost everything used in a modern laboratory: ‘Our specialities are the integrated exhaust units for dissection and autopsy tables; explains CEO Robert Karl. ‘We also offer a complete range of stainless steel furniture, morgue refrigeration units and transport and storage equipment, which are distinguished by their ease of use, installation and maintenance; high reliability and long service life.’

Recently, Robert Karl has been consistently asked not only to provide equipment, but also to perform entire laboratory planning. ‘It makes no difference whether you’re looking for a partner for sophisticated furnishing of an entire building or just a part of it. ‘We are your point of contact for all questions concerning design, development, planning and implementing,’ adds Claudia Karl, CFO at Kugel medical. In such cases, Robert Karl and team work closely with architects and engineers to arrive at a perfect arrangement of workspaces and compliance with government regulations and limits for alcohol, formalin and xylol concentration. Based on extensive discussions with their international customers, the company designs a tailored concept that suits their customers’ needs. Modern 3-D drawings enable customers to gain a realistic impression of their future laboratory. ‘On the technical side, exhaust and ventilation technology has never been more important than now, especially in determining success of other targets and measures for the whole system. This is because they are at the front line of screening and assessment to diagnose disease and determine severity, functional impact and response to therapeutic intervention. As they form such an integral part of clinical decision making, digital pathology is a key driver in successful and sustainable delivery of KPI targets. Referral to Treatment Times for elective and out-patient care, reduction in hospital admissions and in length of stay.’

The NHS Personalised Medicine Strategy

‘Personalised medicine is a move away from a “one-size-fits-all” approach to the treatment and care of patients with a particular condition, to one which uses new approaches to better manage patients’ health and target therapies. The NHS Personalised Medicine Strategy is changing the way medicine will be delivered to follow a targeted treatment approach enabled by integrated informatics. It turns on its head the traditional approach built around clinical teams specialising in a particular organ system, who work back from a patient’s symptoms to arrive at a diagnosis.

Personalised medicine recognises that complex diseases should no longer be considered as a single entity. As we integrate and analyse genomic and other data, we can find common factors and causes of variation, resulting in the discovery of new pathways of disease, which changes how diseases are thought of and treated. It enables us to recognise that the same underlying change in our DNA or genome can lead to problems in very different parts of the body, which would not have been previously identified with a more traditional care approach.

Central to personalised care: digitisation, combination and analysis

An integrated characterisation of individuals, based on the diagnostic and clinical data the NHS generates, is central to personalised medicine. We have more data about people, their habits and their health than we’ve ever had. To maximise the true value of the available information, we need to bring together genomic, clinical and diagnostic, medical, and lifestyle data. It’s the integration and analysis of this information that forms the power-
What could other NHS services learn from digital pathology?

'The key lesson is in demonstrating how existing approaches can be transformed by using new digital technologies. Digital pathology and diagnostics are leading the way in the integration of services by establishing new models of care that are delivered locally and organised in a way that improves care in patients with complex conditions. Furthermore, digital pathology is driving research and innovation within the NHS, raising the game on healthcare technologies, undertaking a radical upgrade in prevention and public health and giving greater focus to primary care and the control patients have over their care.'

What will benefit hospitals/clinicians from personalised digital pathology?

'With pathology having always been a key part of the diagnostic repertoire, our aim is to develop state-of-the-art diagnostic services in the NHS, underpinned by an effective commissioning system to deliver safe, effective and timely care for patients. To achieve this, hospitals and clinicians will benefit from working together to form multi-specialty community providers to deliver a range of diagnostic services with a different workforce skill mix. This will potentially offer greater value for money and a reduction in waiting times as they are delivered at the point of care.

'Hospitals and clinicians will also benefit from the "vertical integration" of hospital diagnostic services, with primary care diagnostic services organised in a continuum linked by technology. Furthermore, we are establishing hubs of diagnostic excellence to drive quality, efficiency, innovation and research.'

### Patient benefits

There are four key benefits for patients. Firstly, personalised medicine drives prediction and prevention of disease. We’ll be able to identify the people most at risk of disease even before the onset of their symptoms. Earlier detection will open up the prospect of new treatment options and support people to make informed lifestyle choices.

Secondly, personalised medicine enables more precise diagnoses. Knowledge of each individual’s complex molecular and cellular processes, informed by other clinical and diagnostic information, will enable us to fully understand the abnormal function and determine the true cause of the symptoms.

Thirdly, personalised medicine will enable targeted and personalised interventions by offering the opportunity to move away from “trial-and-error” prescribing to optimal therapy first time round.

Finally, personalised medicine will enable a more participatory role for patients. The ability for a clinician to discuss with their patients information about individual genomic characteristics, lifestyle and environmental factors, and interpret personal data from wearable technology will drive a new type of conversation.'

### The broader implications

'By delivering the right decisions and interventions sooner, personalisation will not only deliver better outcomes for patients, but ensure the NHS makes better use of resources – particularly the £15 billion annual drugs budget and the £8 billion annual diagnostics budget. Through personalised medicine we can also strengthen our ability to design appropriate health and care for our local populations through a more sophisticated understanding of the impact of age, gender and ethnicity, or lifestyle factors that influence the onset of disease. This will enable us to be far smarter in the way that we manage and leverage the limited resources we have.'
Successful digital pathology

Denmark has been highlighted as a world-leader in creating a hugely successful national digital pathology system, Mark Nicholls reports

**Pathology Congress** (London, 1-2 December), believes other nations can learn from the Danish experience.

**Ahead of his presentation, 'How digitisation can improve pathology service - The Danish experience,' he told European Hospital: 'In large pathology labs, the high number of specimens is often a hinderance to efficient handling and ensuring patient safety without time-consuming manual steps. Pathology departments in Denmark have, through close collaboration, been able to build a national pathology system, where each individual pathology department serves as a sort of 'branch office,' he added.

All steps of the specimens are followed through the pathology department, which gives a good global view of the departmental activities and the possibility to trace individual specimens. For the managers, this also provides good measures of operational objectives.'

The “users” – the ordering physicians – are provided with a clear overview of their patients’ specimens during the assessment process, and the patients have full access to reports on their own tissue,' he added.

**Digitisation of the laboratory processes and the link to the pathology LIS and the national pathology database opens up the opportunity for image automation, including digital image analysis and transfer of whole slide images in cases where a second opinion is needed, without compromising patient safety or the international data acts.**

Patients in Denmark are also seeing clear benefits from digital pathology with a significant reduction in specimen mix-ups, and application of national pathology databases linked to national person-identification databases ensures that the pathologist always has access to previous tests performed on the patient, Vainer pointed out. ‘This increases the quality of the pathology assessment and hence the final diagnosis.’

The process within Denmark is constantly evolving with the introduction of the new digitisation procedures, such as automated image analysis, and substitution of conventional light microscopies with whole slide images.

‘Automated image analysis,’ he said, ‘will further increase the pathology assessment quality by eliminating subjective readings of biomarker expression, for example, in addition to eliminating the risk of patient case mix-up.’

* Ben Vainer, Professor of Pathology at Copenhagen University, will discuss developments on 2 December during the Digital Pathology Conference, to be held at London’s Heathrow Marriott Hotel.

---

**Digital pathology advances personalised medicine**

Successful digital pathology

Advanced computer software underpins a service - coupled with a nationwide database, which enables Denmark’s pathologists to optimise the assessment of patients’ specimens.

In turn, the digitisation of the system in recent years has led to significant improvements in pathology services, delivering greater efficiency and advances in patient safety.

Professor Ben Vainer, who will highlight the progress his country has made in this field at the Digital Pathology Congress (London, 1-2 December), believes other nations can learn from the Danish experience.

‘Most important, though, is that digitisation opens up opportunities for the implementation of the new imaging techniques, which are necessary to provide each patient with the correct assessment of diagnosis and biomarker expression profile,’ Vainer, a consultant in the Department of Pathology at Rigshospitalet, at the University of Copenhagen, will focus on the Danish civil registry database and other national databases connected to this, and the use of the same laboratory information system (LIS) in all pathology departments in the entire country, with access to the national pathology database of all pathology reports in Denmark since at least 1998.

He believes this gives Danish pathologists unique opportunities to interact with each other and to study diseases from an epidemiological point-of-view. His talk will focus on the advantages of these national initiatives, giving an overview of computerisation and digitisation in routine laboratory operations, from the clinician’s ordering of a service via tissue sectioning and staining, to speech recognition and report presentation to the ordering clinician and to research-related national cancer databases.

Vainer will also discuss the important links between LIS and patient medical records in hospitals and in private practice (e.g. general practitioners), and how computerisation of the entire laboratory flow, from ordering of the pathology service to presentation of the specimen to the ordering physician, has helped ensure patient safety and eliminate time-consuming manual steps.

‘Pathology departments in Denmark have, through close collaboration, been able to build a national pathology system, where each individual pathology department serves as a sort of “branch office,” he added.

All steps of the specimens are followed through the pathology department, which gives a good global view of the departmental activities and the possibility to trace individual specimens. For the managers, this also provides good measures of operational objectives.’

The “users” – the ordering physicians – are provided with a clear overview of their patients’ specimens during the assessment process, and the patients have full access to reports on their own tissue, he added.

**Digitisation of the laboratory processes and the link to the pathology LIS and the national pathology database opens up the opportunity for image automation, including digital image analysis and transfer of whole slide images in cases where a second opinion is needed, without compromising patient safety or the international data acts.**

Patients in Denmark are also seeing clear benefits from digital pathology with a significant reduction in specimen mix-ups, and application of national pathology databases linked to national person-identification databases ensures that the pathologist always has access to previous tests performed on the patient, Vainer pointed out. ‘This increases the quality of the pathology assessment and hence the final diagnosis.’

The process within Denmark is constantly evolving with the introduction of the new digitisation procedures, such as automated image analysis, and substitution of conventional light microscopies with whole slide images.

‘Automated image analysis,’ he said, ‘will further increase the pathology assessment quality by eliminating subjective readings of biomarker expression, for example, in addition to eliminating the risk of patient case mix-up.’

* Ben Vainer, Professor of Pathology at Copenhagen University, will discuss developments on 2 December during the Digital Pathology Conference, to be held at London’s Heathrow Marriott Hotel.
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Embracing digitised pathology

The complete digitisation of a pathology department is a complex and challenging process. Investing in equipment and systems, training personnel and picking the right manufacturer to deliver a system that meets a hospital’s needs are key factors, according to Dr Peter Riegman, Head of Erasmus MC Tissue Bank at Erasmus MC in Rotterdam.

All these need consideration in the process of convincing a hospital board and the personnel involved; but a key challenge lies in persuading pathologists that a transition from traditional methods to a digital future is a step forward.

Key factors are to consider in the implementation of a fully digitised system: firstly, focus around the budget, investment and working with the right manufacturer. ‘You also have to consider acceptance from personnel,’ said Riegman.

“Pathologists are very used to their normal microscope,’ said Riegman, adding that they are already very fast with the glass slides to be transported around a hospital, as well as making images more widely available at computer terminals, which helps in training, education and for second opinions.

Riegman, a molecular biologist, has been working closely with digital microscopy technology for a decade in the Erasmus tissue bank, and was an early adopter of the digital microscope, as it saw the potential in terms of analysis, seeking external second opinions and education.

‘We got it!’

Experience is everything.

We got it!

An experienced team in ICT, virtual microscopy, pathology, histology, lab logistics, pathology administration and archiving designed a business plan for finances, workflow, integrated diagnostics, image analysis – and acceptance – so you need to have a flawless infrastructure.

The big challenge, he said, is to convince the non-acceptors that it is a faster and more efficient process, saving time in turnaround of image analysis and pathology work time, as it remains difficult to provide concrete evidence at this stage for better efficiency and quality as a fully digitalised pathology is still a very new concept.

Looking at what various manufacturers offer in terms of product, quality and versatility is important, along with improving the diagnosis time, he added. ‘What we must have in the end, if we introduce this system to the pathology department, is a situation where diagnostics can still be done at a competitive price and that’s a difficult balance. You need to choose the right system, ensure personnel are trained and happy with it and also that it’s cost-effective.’

An image analysis programme can further enhance the workflow, he said. Timescale from conception to going live can vary and also be staged. Much will depend on negotiations with manufacturers and suppliers, but at Erasmus, two options under consideration range from full implementation in one hit, or a staged implementation with 50% in year one, up to 80% of the following year and 100% implementation in year three.

For us, I think the time is right now, said Riegman, adding that the storage of images is practical and affordable, the computers and servers can cope with the massive amounts of information and the screens are of such high quality that they are suitable for digital analysis.

Quicker turnaround leading to quicker diagnoses, benefit patients, although he noted, ‘Pathologists say they are already very fast with the normal microscope.’

Further benefit lies in security of images, with a digital system avoiding the need for glass slides to be transported around a hospital, as well as making images more widely available at computer terminals, which helps in training, education and for second opinions.

Riegman, a molecular biologist, has been working closely with virtual microscopy technology for a decade in the Erasmus tissue bank, an early adopter of the digital microscope, as it saw the potential in terms of analysis, seeking external second opinions and education.
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to more than 21% of complex anatomical osteosynthesis procedures, an intraoperative improvement of the implant position or a revision of reduction has to be performed (Recum von, J. et al., Unfallchirurg 2012, 115:196-210). Dise intraoperative 3-D-C-Bogen-Anwendung. State of the art). Image-guided surgery is gaining relevance as a method to increase confidence in these complex procedures. The goal is to enable clinicians to deliver high-quality care and manage less-invasive approaches to shorten hospital stays, which potentially improve patient outcomes. By utilising preferred, navigation-ready instruments from different implant companies, automatic registration of images for navigation and intraoperative 3-D control scans allow quick progress checks and documentation at all times. This, in turn, ensures efficient clinical workflows, contributing to increased accuracy and reduced X-ray exposure (Richter et al., Cervical pedicle screws: conventional versus computer-assisted placement of cannulated screws. Spine (PhilPa 1976). 2005 Oct 15;30(20):2280-7. And, Gebhard et al., Does computer assisted spine surgery reduce intraoperative radiation doses? Spine (PhilPa1976). 2006 Aug 15;31(17).

For these demanding procedures in areas such as the cervical and upper thoracic spine, as well as for pelvic or minimally invasive surgeries, Image Imaging partnered with leading surgical navigation providers to develop an interface that combines navigation systems and intraoperative 3-D imaging with the Ziehm Vision RFD 3D mobile C-arm. The Ziehm-NaviPort navigation interface connects the C-arm seamlessly with the navigation system. This allows more accuracy during orthopaedics, trauma, and spinal procedures compared to conventional surgical techniques. With the combination of advanced intraoperative 3-D imaging and navigated surgery, these complex procedures for accurate screw and implant positioning can be handled with greater confidence thanks to visual guidance requiring less fluoroscopic control. With image-guided surgery and intraoperative control scans, post-operative CT scans become obsolete. Moreover, the ability to perform intraoperative control scans enables us to significantly reduce the need for postoperative CT scans, says Professor Christoph Josten, Orthopaedics, Trauma, and Reconstructive Surgeon at Leipzig University Hospital

Cognition-guided surgery

Surgery will change – with all the challenges that developments such as Big Data create there are no two ways about it. However, how doctors actually have to be seen. In a rather young field of research, scientists look at the ways all components used during surgery can be interconnected. Professor Beat Müller, co-initiator of the project ‘Cognition-Guided Surgery’, explains research achieved so far and coming challenges

Report: Marcel Rasch
Cognition-guided surgery aims to enable surgeons to make knowledge-based computer-aided decisions during surgery – with the help of computers. Thus requires the creation of a database that is filled with factual and practical knowledge that a machine can process and use.

The underlying idea is for a surgeon to be able to call up suitable actions when planning or performing an intervention. You can compare it to a cognitive vehicle. While we are in the car driving along the road we often don’t notice that there are technologies in the background that control traction or chassis or whatever. When problems occur, a warning is displayed. As an advanced development, the cognitive car is autonomous, entirely disconnected from the human driver,’ Professor Beat Müller explains.

The human brain can process or access a maximum of about seven pieces of information at a time. However, large amounts of data are not a problem for a computer. The challenge for the machine is not data volume but data interpretation. ‘In surgery we are dealing with massive data volumes. Every day, new knowledge is published in thousands of books and articles, new insights are culled from diagnostics, which is an increasingly complex discipline. A few decades ago X-ray images were all we had; today we are looking at CT and endoscopy images, at lab and histology parameters previously unknown. To collect the data and channel them into a sound decision – that’s the complex art of medicine. Unfortunately humans do make poor decisions every once in a while. Thus cognition-guided surgery was developed to create a system that helps to make good decisions.’

Initial results
That’s a long way to go. It won’t suffice for scientists to access Big Data and to design analytical tools; they must consider a very special factor, as Müller points out: ‘The ability to learn is a crucial feature of the machine. The computer must be able to process not only factual knowledge, or hock knowledge, but also practical knowledge gathered over time in the course of our everyday work. All these types of knowledge are input for the knowledge base. What we are aiming at is a system that does not suggest certain procedures anymore; because of the negative outcomes this procedure yielded in the past. Instead the system predicts providers with a higher probability of success.’

‘Such a system might indeed work, as it was demonstrated by an initiative funded by the German Research Fund (DFG) between 2012 and 2016. In the special research area Cognition-Guided Surgery, teams from a consortium of researchers, including the German Cancer Research Centre and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, looked at several key aspects of this idea,’ Müller reports. In the course of the project an adaptive autonomous camera-guidance robot was developed. ‘When the computer correctly guided the camera during an intervention, this experience was stored as “positive”.’ ‘But when the camera-guidance robot was corrected, it stored the correction,’ he explains. Thus the system learns the correct camera positions step by step.

The road ahead
However, many challenges lie ahead. ‘Don’t forget – we are at the very beginning of our research,’ says Müller, dampening unrealistic expectations. ‘On the one hand we have to make the required data available in a machine-compatible way. When, as trained physicians, we look at an X-ray image and can read it – we understand what we are seeing. The more X-ray images we read, the more we learn. The computer must also go through this phase of gathering experience and knowledge. On the other hand, Müller explains, a computer can easily do statistical analyses, but semantic assessments are a major obstacle. We are talking about model-based or patterns-based action. It’s not only about gathering data but about the way these data are perceived and evaluated.’

A third difficulty is system validation. ‘The computer has to show that its suggestions, which are based on the learning process, are indeed better. Human beings learn from success and failure. Machine learning happens in smaller increments. If an error made by the system is not corrected, the system will store it as “positive”, no matter whether there might have been specific reasons for not correcting the error in this particular case. In short: We must ensure the system not only gather...
A significant number of brain tumour cases have long been considered inoperable due to the extent of the lesion into ‘eloquent’ areas, meaning those that control vital functions such as language and motion.

During our European Hospital interview, Dr Juan Barcia, study coordinator and head of the neurosurgery department at San Carlos University, in Madrid, explained how the idea of transferring function first arose: ‘Back in 2007 one of our patients presented an aggressive tumour that we couldn’t fully extirpate. Typically, these patients died, because we couldn’t touch these brain areas. So we thought of moving functions to other, healthy areas nearby, by stimulating them.’ Barcia explained, following the recent publication of his results in the Journal of Neurosurgery. In his first attempt to migrate function, Barcia used transtemporal magnetic resonance – and failed because stimulation time was too short. Inspired by equipment used in epilepsy treatment, he then decided to place a grid of electrodes to continuously stimulate and thus induce plastic reorganisation.

First, he operated on his awake patient and removed the part of the tumour devoid of function. Then, he placed the grid directly over the areas affecting function. Through the grid, he provided continuous and increasingly intense cortical electrical stimulation to the functional areas to artificially cancel function and enable the brain to transfer function to nearby areas. The intervention was coupled with appropriate behavioural training – also called pre-habilitation – in which the patient repeats the function that is being transferred over and over. Three weeks later, when the maximal stimulation voltage in all active contacts induced no functional deficit, he successfully resected the tumour more extensively.

Between 2009 and 2014, Barcia successfully operated on four more patients with WHO Grade II and III gliomas affecting the eloquent areas. He used intraoperative mapping and functional MRI to demonstrate plastic reorganisation. Most previously demonstrated eloquent areas within the tumour were silent, while there was new functional activation of brain areas in the same region or toward the contralateral hemisphere, Barcia explained.

The role of behavioural training is fundamental. Pre-habilitation with continuous cortical electrical stimulation might very well lead to poor outcomes.

Despite these caveats, the vision is alive. ‘There is enormous potential to make surgery safer and more efficient,’ Müller believes. However, today’s studies are only a few isolated solutions and there are not enough research partners for large interdisciplinary research projects. ‘However, if we look at cognitive vehicles again, there are market-ready solutions claimed to be safer than human drivers. This is what I’d like to achieve for surgery.’

Manufactured by ACIM, the StarledNX lamp provides cold light, long life and low energy consumption in the doctor’s surgery or operating theatre. The homogenous and shadowless light obtained via LED optics directs light beams as best needed. Three reflectors produce a well-blended and intense cone of light focusable through the automatic adjustment of the light spot diameter, the maker reports. The visual area is perfectly illuminated with a colour rendering index (CRI) of 95. Light intensity is 150,000 lux with low energy consumption of 69W. The life cycle of its LEDs is about 50,000 hours.

Slim, practical and compact, the lamp is ergonomic, easy to move and to position and suitable for operating theatre laminar flows. The ENDO function provides light for endoscopy and possibly minimal-invasive surgery. All functions provided are rechargeable ABPS battery system can be supplied with a simple touch it can manage easily and accurately. The StarledNX can be wall, ceiling or trolley mounted and a rechargeable ABPS battery system can be supplied. Details: www.acim.it
Top anaesthesiologist stresses automation limits

Mechanical ventilation and sub-specialisation are key aspects of modern anaesthesia and critical care practice according to Dr Javier Garcia Fernandez, Head of Critical Care and Anaesthesiology at University Hospital Puerta de Hierro in Madrid. Interview: Mélisande Rouger

Prior to his current role at Madrid’s University Hospital Puerta de Hierro, Dr Javier Garcia Fernandez practiced as a paediatric anaesthesiologist. Asked what differences need consideration in anaesthesiology and ventilation of children compared to adults, he explained: ‘Paediatric anaesthesia is totally different from the rest of anaesthesia. Evidence shows that specialising even only one year in paediatric anaesthesia reduces mortality.

The patient’s age is crucial. If he or she is six years or older, differences will not be that important and general anaesthesiologists can handle the patient. But little children and neonates require training at a dedicated paediatric hospital.

You need specific skills to place something as simple as an intravenous line or connect an electrode on a neonate’s thorax.

Ventilation is also completely different in children and they respond differently to anaesthetics. It’s easier to predict reactions in adults. Fentanyl is a commonly used drug in all patients, but you cannot introduce it as rapidly in a neonate as you would in an adult.

‘And, you can absolutely not miss regarding dose; you need to calculate it perfectly according to the size and weight of the patient.

Accuracy and precision are mandatory in children. There is no margin of error.’

Congenital cardiovascular disease surgery and transplants are the most common settings for paediatric anaesthesia. Are there enough anaesthetists in Spain to properly care for these patients?

‘All studies show that paediatric anaesthesia in these settings should only be done at paediatric hospitals. There should not be more than three or four hospitals offering paediatric transplants in the same country. These procedures are complex and you need to treat enough patients to obtain good results.

‘La Paz in Madrid was one of the first hospitals to offer paediatric transplants. But, in Spain, healthcare is divided in 17 different areas and all are trying to get their own paediatric hospital.

Specialisation is needed because ventilation is different in children and they respond differently to anaesthetics.

Do you programme a ventilator individually for each patient? ‘After 20 years’ teaching and giving training all over the world, I have come to realise that most countries do not have deep knowledge of mechanical ventilation. Ever since Siemens introduced the “green points” on the screen of ventilators to help anaesthesiologists and intensivists, we have been setting all the ventilators exactly the same way for everybody. Furthermore parameters are not changed every day according to the state of patients’ lungs.

‘In Europe, things are changing. We have to set ventilators individually because patients are unique. A smoker’s lungs are not the same as a non-smoker’s. Programming ventilation also depends on the position of the patient.

Ventilators now offer much more information. They deliver volume, pressure and flow time curves in real-time breath-by-breath, pressure volume loops, etc. All these tools give you specific information on respiratory function. We now have to interpret and analyse this information to know how to ventilate each patient individually.

‘We have to train our colleagues accordingly. This is one of the biggest challenges in our field!’

What are the latest developments in anaesthesiology and critical care?

Intensive care technology has developed rapidly over the past decade and these advances have made their way to anaesthesia practice. Ventilators are just as good in both fields, but most anaesthesiologists are not familiar with these tools yet.

‘Cardiorespiratory mechanical support devices provide heart and lung function artificial support. These machines are coming to the market; there are two or three new cases per month. They are the future.’

‘Neural adjusted ventilation assist (NAVA) technology enables mechanical adaptation of ventilation to the patient’s diaphragm, this will play a significant role in the years to come.’

Does automation or learning software play any role in your discipline?

‘Everybody has been looking into automating everything for the past decade. The problem is that mechanical ventilation is a disregard field. Efforts have focused on creating software that everybody can use, so that no one has to do mechanical ventilation any more.

‘Software is helping clinicians, but is not solving problems. So far this has not been working at all. Using software requires programming for each patient; software cannot run on its own. Some patients will want to breathe in two seconds, others in three or more. Clinicians need to adapt to each individual patient.

‘We have to see what the future can offer and whether automation can help us in complex situation like asynchronies, recruitment manoeuvres, weaning, etc.’
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The importance of suture material

Wound infections after surgery are not uncommon and can be fatal. In Germany, postoperative wound infections are among the commonest type of hospital acquired infection (HAI), with a proportion of 24%. An expert on infection prevention and control, Professor Axel Kramer, who directs the Institute for Hygiene and Environmental Medicine at the University of Greifswald, Germany, believes that suture material may be an underestimated aspect of prevention.

Postoperative wound infections are typical complications that occur after surgery. They typically develop through entry of pathogens, mostly bacteria, via the skin or mucous membranes into the surgical site.

According to the Hospital Infection Surveillance System KISS, 1.6 out of 100 surgical interventions in German hospitals lead to surgical site infections; this results in some 267,000 postoperative wound infections annually (2014 figure).

These are only estimates – precise data is lacking. However, the fact is that some of these nosocomial infections could be prevented – between 20-60% of them, Kramer estimates.

According to the World Health Organisation, some 1.6 million deaths are caused by postoperative infections annually, with an initial biofilm, which developed within minutes after surgery. They typically develop within minutes after surgery.

According to the Hospital Infection Surveillance System KISS, 1.6 out of 100 surgical interventions in German hospitals lead to surgical site infections; this results in some 267,000 postoperative wound infections annually (2014 figure).

These are only estimates – precise data is lacking. However, the fact is that some of these nosocomial infections could be prevented – between 20-60% of them, Kramer estimates. However, even if all measures of prevention are adhered to, underestimations might still occur. Kramer therefore recommends the use of antiseptic-impregnated suture material, particularly for visceral surgery. Kramer therefore recommends the use of antiseptic-impregnated suture material, particularly for visceral surgery.
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Kramer's urgent recommendation: Make suture material impregnated with an initial biofilm, which develops within minutes after surgery. They typically develop within minutes after surgery.
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Kramer's urgent recommendation: Make suture material impregnated with an initial biofilm, which develops within minutes after surgery. They typically develop within minutes after surgery.
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